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Executive Summary
This Deliverable collects a series of research perspectives on the economic analysis of Internet-related
phenomena. In the spirit of multidisciplinarity that pervades the project, many of these contributions
reflect the disciplinary perspectives of consortium members. They illustrate the two-way relation
between Internet Science and economics – the use of economic methods and tools to analyse
behaviour on and by the Internet and the implications of the Internet for economics. Beyond this,
they:
highlight a series of existing frameworks, methods, models and results about economicallymotivated network-related activities of the sort found on the Internet;
provide a starting point for a more scientific analysis of the economic impacts of the Internet;
illustrate the way different disciplines problematize or understand the Internet;
point up ways in which research in the component fields can be extended, taking advantage of
the specificities of the Internet and the resulting stronger assumptions (which in turn lead to
more explicit and concrete results in those fields);
deepen our practical understanding of the terms “Internet” and “economics.”
After a brief introduction Chapter, the second Chapter applies the perspectives of different aspects of
economic theory to the understanding of the Internet. It starts by recognising that the Internet
constitutes a complex system of connections; economics traditionally divides connections among:
those that are fully taken into account in the preferences, strategic options and choice
processes of rational agents (awareness of others – fully internalised and reflected in
psychological adaptations, societal preferences and ethical norms);
those that are handled by explicit bilateral or oligolateral negotiation possibly with outside
enforcement and monitoring (explicit and implicit contracts);
those that are mediated by market transactions (usually for money); and
those that remain uncontracted and non-traded externalities, including such extremes as club
or public goods.
We consider how this structure is modified taking into account not only the specific topology of
networked connections (as distinct from group membership) but also:
The indirect ways in which these connections are managed (e.g. subscriptions for network
connectivity as compared to access to specific content, usage-based vs other forms of ‘paid for’
service)
An expanded range of attributes in associated with the interests (costs and benefits) of different
participants in the Internet connectivity value chain (e.g. quality of service/experience; technical
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characteristics such as bandwidth, speed, latency; privacy and security of communications;
processing capability and data access; quality of information)
The layered structure of economically-significant Internets – ranging from the physical, service
and application layers of the classical internet to the more abstract human and epistemic layers of
the Internet as experienced by most users and distinguishing among: possible patterns of
connection; actual flows through those connections; and connections and flows considered or
expected by different players.
The second Chapter also briefly introduces some of the most relevant aspects of current economic
theory and relates them to problems and issues likely to be tackled by a fully developed economic
theory of the Internet. These are rooted in the analysis of games of incomplete information, both as
mechanisms for understanding how individuals will make choices in the Internet environment and as
a means of taking into account both the specific features of networked interactions. These include:
how uncertainty is formed, modified and used; how individual behaviour and connections may be
consciously or unconsciously shaped by the network environment; and vice versa. Of specific
importance is the relation between rational, random and design theories of network formation. These
provide complementary ways of interpreting evidence about networks. But more profoundly, they
provide context for each other; for instance, the game theoretic analysis of connections made for
individual gain or access to information must operate in a physical and logical internet that was
designed at the protocol and technological levels and which has proliferated to produce a set of
possible connections (with associated quality, speed, etc.) through mechanical and often random
processes. Therefore, the physics-based random graph theories can be used to frame the games of
network behaviour. Conversely, since both design and the operation of the physical and logical layers
of the Internet were paid for and motivated by the preferences of strategic players, the game-theoretic
analysis (should) constrain the physical models. This has been partially expressed in e.g. theories of
strategic behaviour and the formation of conventions that operate relative to exogenously-determined
network topologies and by the processes of innovation and network deployment that seek to serve
commercial and other human interests or to replicate the observed characteristics of social networks
(e.g. small worlds, preferential attachment). But this integration is still partial and much work remains.
The third chapter illustrates by example the formation and impacts of markets operating on the
Internet. The first part concerns the provisioning of the service layer - an analysis of the market for
Internet traffic services (esp. transport). It examines both specific features of this set of markets and
the (analytical and policy) application of particular market and market-like (negotiation) mechanisms
to different aspects of the system, after first developing an analysis of why such extensions may be
needed. The second – provided as an Annex in the interests of space - concerns the operation of
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markets above the application layer (on-line marketing and the commoditisation of linguistic
identifiers). It develops and applies a portfolio management approach that can be used to improve
the returns on investing in ‘adwords’ whilst controlling the associated risk.
The fourth Chapter discusses issues related to the principal specific additional characteristics that the
Internet brings to networked economic interaction – information (especially about persons),
awareness and attention (or observation). With regard to information, it describes a framework for
analysing the trade in personal information and its implications; the novel aspect being the
interpretation of information as itself comprising a network in which records create links among: data
subjects; those with access to those records; and the uses to which they are put. This is directly
analogous to the interpretation of financial markets as trading networks of Arrow securities (claims in
specific dates, states and places) bundled together by the structure of the assets and derivatives; or the
concept of intellectual property as a network of ideas or memes. A second section considers
collective awareness as a public good and explores the known implications and open research
questions to which this perspective gives rise – specifically that it represents a source of value that
must be collectively owned but where – analogously to Lindahl equilibrium – differentiated ort
personalised prices for a unified or homogeneous level of provision hold the key to efficiency. A third
part links the concept of personal information and the consequence of awareness through the act of
observation and considers in particular how the interaction of human and machine elements affects
the economic and normative aspects of the Internet, building on ideas from complexity theory and
lessons drawn from one of the most challenging areas for the joint development of Internet Science
and economics; the operation of computerised financial markets.
We add a brief final Chapter that summarises the roadmap and reflects on issues that may be
explored in the future, beyond the timeline of the current EINS activities.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Internet economics

The Internet is doubtless a driving factor - if not the fundamental substrate - for modern society. Since its
emergence the Internet has been celebrated and demonised in equal measure for its influence on
participation in society, citizenship, and democratisation (Slevin, 2000), but it has equally been portrayed
as a technological-innovative engine or generative platform (Zittrain, 2008) for new forms of business.
Progress has not been continuous or smooth either in terms of concrete developments or in terms of
expectations (witness the dot-com bubble of the 90s and the proliferation of ICT-related grands projets for
solving all sorts of problems), but through it all the emergent information markets and with them new
services, sectors and companies have continued to grow.
At the same time knowledge exchange and information networks (operating on-line, off-line or in various
hybrid forms) have been identified as essential for the knowledge-based economy – initial work in
economics and game theory has been paralleled by alternative applications and approaches in fields as
diverse as innovation studies, evolutionary economics and econophysics (Pyka, Scharnhorst, 2009).
In terms of disciplines this deliverable is situated between Network science and Economics of
networks respectively Economics of information.
Network Science (National Research Council, 2005) has been described as the interdisciplinary study of
phenomena that can be represented by complex networks. In the world, complex networks can be found
in cellular biochemical mechanisms, physical infrastructures (roads, power nets, telecommunication),
ecological and geophysical systems, social relations and communication. Early contributions to the analysis
of complex networks came from graph theory (mathematics), engineering, biology and earth sciences, but
are now more often regarded as part of complexity science (OECD 2009) and pseudo-science (Phelan
2001). Currently, both computer sciences and statistical physics have contributed to more sophisticated
models of complex networks (cf. Scharnhorst, 2003, Mieghem et al., 2014). Data science often applies
network analytics and visualisation to traces of human activities.
At the beginning of the 2000s when complex network theory became a dominant research stream
(Scharnhorst, 2003), Alan Kirman advocated a stronger link between economic theory and network
analytics (Kirman, 2003): “For many economists the study of networks is limited to the analysis of the
functioning of physical networks such as railway, the telephone system or the Internet for example. Yet
networks, in fact are much more fundamental and pervasive than this. Almost any serious consideration
of economic organisation leads to the conclusion that networks structures both within and between
organisations are important.” (p.273) This article links economics and sociology and argues that economic
processes unfold differently if the agents (individuals, firms) are isolated and only coordinated via market
signals or if they are interconnected among each other in different ways.
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The history of economic theories is filled with references to the relevance of networks in general and the
relevance of networks of information in particular. An exceptional example is Janos Kornai’s Antiequilibrium (1975). His system-theoretical approach to economy differentiates between flows of products
and flows of information linking units of control and production in different organisations and considers
the complexity of information structures in real economic systems. Kornai is very aware of the influence
of modern technologies of data processing and transmitting on economic processes and expects growth
of demand to accelerate due to more efficient information technologies. This was written at the beginning
of the 1970s; it refers to telephone and telex. The insights it contains apply with even more force to a
world in which the Internet and mobile communication have not only become additional channels for
information transmission but have emerged as platforms for production and consumption and as the
primary infrastructure that supports and constrains markets themselves.
The emergence of the Internet and network science has spawned a rapidly growing body of literature on
this topic. At the beginning of the 2000’s, Grabher and Powell (2004) edited a two-volume reader on
Networks in the Series Critical Studies in Economic Institutions organised along topics that included Networks
as Governance Structures and Governance of Networks (which includes as distinct subtopics
embeddedness, trust, identity and reputation, power and control, cohesion, lock-in and vulnerability).
Even earlier, Shapiro and Varian (1999) motivated their book “Information Rules - A strategic guide to
the Network Economy1” with the following explanation “the economics of information, technological
change, game theory, and competitive strategy were emerging fields of inquiry when we started our
professional careers.” Those are fields this deliverable relates to.
About economic theories of networked activities in general, and of information networks specifically, we
find different threads of research:

1

●

Economic theories of networks of production and trade (all kind of good and services)

●

Economic theories of information including public and club goods or economic theories for
markets dealing with information.

●

Economic theories applied to the growth of networks. Building networks comes with a cost.
There seems to be a bias in the literature towards emphasizing the advantages of networking, the
gain from synergy. Koenig, Battiston and Schweitzer (2009) showed that when the cost of
forming and maintaining networks is taken into account, networks can also shrink and die. These
models have been also applied to on-line activities (Tessone et al. 2011)

●

Economic theories of competition and innovation between services and businesses which by
definition run on networks (composed of contracts and relationships, as well as – in many
instances – electronic communications networks). More generally, these relate to economic
theories of infrastructure (Frischmann, Brett 2005). More specifically, they concern the new
sector of Internet business, eCommerce or electronic commerce or Internet commerce. (see
Appendix A - a contextual analysis of Internet commerce). Concrete examples of research in this
area include studies of competition among Internet service providers (Gibbons et al. 2000) or
price dynamics in mobile communication services (Yu, Kim 2014).

Latest edition: Shapiro and Varian 2013.
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1.2

A hole in the literature?

A bibliometric analysis reveals a vast amount of literature at the crossroad between “networks” and
“economics”. We started different queries in the Web of Science (using the WebofScience Core
collection). The table lists the number of hits for different queries. Specific terminology as “network
economy/economics” is less used in title and abstract of the journal literature covered by the Web of
Science. The combination of “Economic* AND network* AND market*) gives almost 6000 records. For
this selection, we downloaded the 500 highest cited papers, and display the journal-journal citation matrix
(using tools from Leydesdorff, 2004) (Figure 1).
Table 1: summary of bibliometric analysis of network economics

Query - type

“Network
topical2

Short description of results

economics”

-

#1

(Economic* AND network*
AND market*) - topical
#2

network* AND economic*
#3

132 papers; highest cited paper has <100 citations
WoS categories
TELECOMMUNICATIONS (44)
ENGINEERING ELECTRICAL ELECTRONIC (37)
ECONOMICS (19)
OPERATIONS RESEARCH MANAGEMENT SCIENCE (16)
MANAGEMENT (16)
5.844 papers; highest cited paper (>1000 citations)
Social structure and competition in interfirm networks: The paradox of
embeddedness, Uzzi, B
ADMINISTRATIVE SCIENCE QUARTERLY Volume: 42 Issue: 1, 35-67,
1997
WoS categories
ECONOMICS (943)
ENGINEERING ELECTRICAL ELECTRONIC (910)
MANAGEMENT (743)
BUSINESS (581)
ENERGY FUELS (420)
43,364
papers
in
37,242 papers in the WoS core collection
refine “Internet” -> 1,883

all

databases

TOPIC: (Network* AND economic*) Refined by: Databases: ( WOS ) AND
TOPIC: (Internet) AND TOPIC: (Internet protocol*) -> 207 papers

2

Topical search gives hits for the terms or phrases (“xxx”) found in title and abstract of the bibliographic record.
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Figure 1: Journal-Journal citation matrix for the top 500 papers of search #2

The journal-journal citation matrix has one core component of 75 journals (see Figure 1). They are linked
due to articles in them citing each other. Only the most prevailing links are kept and displays. A cluster
analysis reveals three different groups. All contain economic journals.
The combination of “network*” AND “economic*” not unexpectedly delivers more than 37000 articles
(over all years) in the Core collection of the Web of Science. However, when we refined this last search
(#3, Table 1) with the term “Internet” we are left with 1883 papers, and a further refinement with
“Internet protocol” leaves us with 207 papers, a set which can be inspected manually. Having said this, we
can state from this bibliometric analysis that most of literature generated in the field is situated between
network science and economics.
When it comes to comparing Internet Science to interdisciplinary areas such as Network Science or Web
Science, we can see that all three areas study networks in one way but Internet Science is distinct in that it
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considers how the Internet protocols relate to the evolution of the Internet architecture and the
externalities that it is fostering, and, at the same time, aims to explore how the future of the Internet can
be safeguarded (Tiropanis et al, 2015); hence the pertinent research themes such as the net neutrality in
the EINS project.
If we add this focus of Internet science to our bibliographic analysis, we are left with a rather sparse
occupied space in the journal literature. This is motivation and legitimation of this specific deliverable of
EINS.

1.3

Structure

This deliverable concentrates on economic theories for information networks from several perspectives:
●

Chapter 2 - Usable theoretical approaches for analysing the Internet as a platform for information
economics – its layered structure, the externalities (including many that stop short of constituting
public goods) associated with networked interaction and relevant elements and possibilities
deriving from the analysis of incomplete information games. Specifically games of network
formation and theories that explicitly take into account networked interactions;

●

Chapter 3 - The Internet as a medium, marketplace or platform for novel economic activities; and

●

Chapter 4 - The economics of information, specifically as it applies to
o

the increased availability and utility (including monetary value) of personal information as a
good (Section 4.1);

o

Collective awareness considered as a public good (Section 4.2); and

o

The dynamic aspects of observation and learning in cybernetic networks (Section 4.3).
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2

Networks, public goods and other externalities

2.1

Three layers

2.1.1

Defining elements

Before we can lay out a theory for information networks, we need to describe what they are in terms that
clarify how economic forces can act upon them. As with all networks, we are concerned with
●

Nodes (the entities or situations that they connect);

●

Edges (or links) between the nodes, differentiated by strength, direction, state-dependence,
durability and subjectivity (whether all participants see them the same way);

●

Group (or component) structure – which sets of nodes are connected to each other;

●

Linkage structure of the network – the topology of connections, indicating distance;

●

Flows through the network (which may be money, ideas, risks, services, and other things of
economic interest);

●

(network-based) property rights to own and control the above elements – note that these may be
related, for example if the right to control the processing of private information only extends
through the portion of the network belonging to a specific jurisdiction, or if rights to a networkbased function are exhausted once they have been transferred);

●

Structural dynamics of the mechanisms and emergent behaviour through which the structure of the
network may change; and

●

Behavioural dynamics – the forces shaping the choices and strategies of individuals and organisations
acting as nodes, as edges or as flows.

2.1.2

Duality

At this level of abstraction, there is little to suggest that we should assign a particular entity of interest – an
individual or a firm, say or a collection of data or information – to one or another of these categories. A
given situation can be represented just as well by a variety of approaches – for example, a graduate student
at the Warwick Complexity DTC is currently examining the networked aspects of music sharing,
considering both the networked structure of Internet users linked by their shared playlists and the network
of songs linked by the individuals who place them on their playlists. This duality can be of considerable
interest both in developing theories (e.g. based on rational behaviour or economic incentives) and in
testing hypotheses using data that naturally lend themselves to one or another formulation.
Of course, any such parametrisation allows us to analyses a specific set of mechanisms. But these are not
inevitable – the forces that determine the potential set of Internet connections (the reach and architecture
of the physical and logical Internet) are not the same as those that determine the pattern of those
connections that are actually used (the intentional and performative Internet). Indeed, human behaviour
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may be strongly influenced by ‘ghost connections’ – linkages that are not physically possible but that
might exist at some point3.
2.1.3

Multilayer networks

These alternative formulations also interact – indeed, the shortest path between two nodes in one layer
may run through another. In this model of multilayer networks4, changes in one layer (for example
something that reduces average distances, increases concentration or speeds up flows may have equivalent
or opposing effects in layers immediately above or below it – for example if the emergence of a common
platform for social network interaction triggers the formation of ‘small world’ cliques among users or
leads to increasing isolation and fragmentation.
Among the most significant layers for this Deliverable are the following:
●

'real' or physical goods and services;

●

information (including money as well as information per se); and

●

purely virtual layers of expectations, beliefs, attitudes and awareness.

Each of these has its own defining elements (in the sense of Section 2.1.1), rules of behaviour and laws of
motion, but each is strongly influenced by linkages to other layers, etc. In this regard, we speak particularly
of the Internet rather than networks in general because of the intimacy and immediacy of its links and
because of the high degree of separation in awareness and defining elements between layers that can arise
because the open nature of the Internet (being able to use almost any component with most of the other
components across many layers) helps to make the scientific structure of one layer transparent to others.
From the perspective of understanding how problems get pushed ‘up the stack’ this tendency of the
Internet to conflate transparency with invisibility is critical.
2.1.4

What kinds of goods?

If we think of the defining elements that make up or are affected by the Internet as items that have value
and whose value can be increased, decreased or captured by transferring ownership or access, we have
implicitly created a system of property rights. Note that these need not be the familiar varieties of
exclusive and transferrable right that we associate with off-line market economies, but may be implicit,
subjective or collective. Internet-based property rights are themselves networked in the sense that data
subject A and data controller B may ‘own’ one aspect of network function (B’s control of A’s
information); B and a data processor C may own another aspect (C’s processing of that information) and
A and another data subject D may own other aspects (e.g. the opportunities or threats associated with the
mashing together of A’s and D’s personal information). While we may attempt to reduce this to a transfer

3

E.g. deterrence based on potential surveillance despite volumetric excess, computational scarcity and technological limits.

4

Kivelä et al (2014).
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of exclusive or shared rights, distinguished form an inalienable portion (e.g. fundamental data privacy
rights), the reality is much richer.
Of specific interest to economists is the use of property rights to facilitate negotiation, cooperation,
competition and other interactions useful in the identification and realisation of desirable rearrangements.
Conventional rights – and the markets they enable – “fail” (to produce efficient outcomes) under cases of
concentrated market power, asymmetric information (absent informational property rights and
informationally efficient markets) and externalities. Public goods constitute a particularly stubborn type of
externality. They are relevant here in relation to (networks of) externalities and an expanded classification
of public goods.
Currently, public goods are conceptualised in terms of:
●

●

Externalities – how one entity or group’s use affects the capability of others to use the resource in
question. In the standard treatment this is dichotomous;
o

rivalrous = perfect negative externality or

o

non-rivalrous = perfect 0 externality;

o

missing from the conventional framework, but critical for networked goods are positive
externalities, subjective externalities (good for me, bad for you) and propagated
externalities (where good and bad effects unfold through complex chains of interaction.

Control - 'whose acquiescence is required for a person to gain access and derive benefit or
contribute'. Again, the conventional approach is dichotomised;
o

excludable = consent of 'owner' and 'user' needed;

o

non-excludable = consent needed only from 'user';

o

missing from the conventional framework, but critical for networked goods are
▪

'environmental' = consent needed from no-one;

▪

'coercive' = only consent of 'owner' needed;

▪

Inferred or imposed = consent of 'third parties,'

▪

'rules' and

▪

potentially consenting entities.

A further complicating factor arising in relation to Internet-based property rights is the movement away
from access to goods to interaction between people that is bound up with access. Once we introduce this
element we can move beyond a generic classification of individuals or uses that fits the ‘perfect externality’
frame described above to consider 'crowding types' (who interacts with whom). But since the relationships
of ‘interfering with’ or ‘enhancing’ are not always reflexive or transitive, they, too must be modelled as
networks rather than binary relations.
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2.2

Other externalities

The analysis of network economics has for a long time been predicated on ‘network externalities’ - a
stylised fact according to which connectivity (or simply connection) offers positive externalities to
network members. Pursuing this line of thought, the basic contributions of e.g. Katz and Shapiro
demonstrate that the positive feedback associated with network economies have a tendency towards
‘tipping ‘ (dominance by one or a few networks, protocols, suppliers, etc. This in turn implies that the rate
of production and adoption of innovations will differ from the societal optimum, either through excess
inertia (reluctance to innovate or adopt innovations that might not gain widespread acceptance, leading to
‘stranded investments’) or excess volatility (early adoption in pursuit of first-mover advantages that
subsequent market evolution may not be able to overturn).
This does not only apply to commercial services and the adoption of technical protocols. As Galeotti and
Goyal demonstrate, in a model of costly information-collection and -sharing the provision of knowledge
will be dominated by a few highly-connected ‘hubs.’ This can be combined with models of the spread of
knowledge, ideas, practices and behaviours characterised by contagion and/or cohesion operating through
network links. Such models are increasingly prevalent in e.g. the network epidemiological literature (and its
related offshoot ‘economic epidemiology’ - Toxvaerd et. al.) in which the structure of a network is closely
associated with its robustness and resilience in terms of adopted behaviours, and where in turn the flow of
knowledge, ideas, and economic opportunities affects the structure of the network. In such models, the
asymmetric degree distributions associated with ‘network externality’ models (e.g. star-shaped, scale-free
or small worlds networks) may be particularly vulnerable to (or accepting of) invasion, but equally subject
to effective management by hub-targeting policies. However, if networks can ‘rewire’ in homophilous
ways (breaking links with different agents on favour of links with similar agents) then network structures
become much more dispersed, ideas may become epidemic or endemic (not accepted, but never absent)
and the system as a whole may rapidly become segregated along the lines of homophilic preference.

2.3

Games of incomplete information as applied to reputation mechanisms5

2.3.1

Von Neumann and Morgenstern Utility

In 1947, John von Neumann and Oskar Morgenstern gave a list of rationality postulates about preferences
in risky situations that imply that a rational person will behave as though maximizing something: They
proved that any individual whose preferences satisfied four6 axioms has a utility function; such an
individual's preferences can be represented on an interval scale and the individual will always prefer
actions that maximise expected utility. That is, they proved that an agent is (VNM-) rational if and only if
5

Thanasis Papaioannou, CERTH.

6

Von Neumann and Morgenstern 1953.
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there exists a real-valued function u defined by possible outcomes such that every preference of the agent
is characterised by maximizing the expected value of u, which can then be defined as the agent's VNMutility (it is unique up to adding a constant and multiplying by a positive scalar). No claim is made that the
agent has a "conscious desire" to maximise u, only that u exists.
The first assumption of Von Neumann and Morgenstern about rational preferences says that of two lotteries
whose prises consist of {W, L}, with W>L, a rational player will always prefer whichever attaches the
larger probability to W. When this assumption is satisfied, a person acts as though maximizing expected
utility when making decisions involving those lotteries with prices drawn from the set {W, L}. The second
assumption of Von Neumann and Morgenstern about rational preferences is that each price ω
intermediate between the best price W and the worst price L is equivalent to some lottery involving only
W and L.
The four axioms of VNM-rationality are then completeness, transitivity, continuity, and independence.
Any individual whose preferences violate von Neumann and Morgenstern's axioms would agree to a
Dutch book, which is a set of bets that necessarily leads to a loss. Therefore, it is arguable that any
individual who violates the axioms is irrational. The expected utility hypothesis is that rationality can be
modelled as maximizing an expected value, which given the theorem, can be summarised as "rationality is
VNM-rationality".
VNM-utility is a decision utility in that it is used to describe decision preferences.
2.3.2

Bayesian Rationality

In lotteries, the probabilities are usually given in advance; these probabilities are often referred to as
objective probabilities. For example, if one suspects that a pair of dice is weighted, one could roll them
perhaps 3600 times. If the dice were fair, then a pair of ones should appear about 100 times, because the
probability of a pair of ones in a single roll is 1/36. When a large amount of data is available, as in the
previous example, one is entitled to speak of objective probabilities. However, one would often like to
make use of the Von Neumann and Morgenstern theory in situations where objective probabilities are not
available. Savage gave a list of postulates about the preferences a rational person might be anticipated to in
such circumstances. He showed that a person who satisfies these postulates will make decisions as though
maximizing a Von Neumann utility function u: Ω→R relative to some probability measure prob: Ω→R.
According to Savage's theory a rational decision-maker to be characterised simply in terms of his or her
takes and beliefs. One's tastes are summarised by the utility function u, while his beliefs are summarised by
the probability measure prob. These probabilities that are based on beliefs are called subjective. A person that
takes decisions so as to maximise his expected utility given his subjective probabilities on the events that
affect it is said to be Bayesian rational.
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2.3.3

Hidden Information

As defined in the economics literature, the market equilibrium point (i.e. where total supply meets total
demand, is affected by the supply functions of the providers, i.e. their innate capabilities and costs, or the
demand functions of the clients, i.e. their utility. Many times in markets buyers and sellers share different
portions of information for a service that is exchanged. This situation is referred to as information asymmetry.
For example, sellers may be more informed on the quality of the product they offer than clients. Another
example is when clients do not pay for the services that they obtain but providers do not know it prior to
service provision.
Depending on the specific information that is asymmetric, there are two different problems that may arise
in markets: moral hazard and adverse selection. These problems have different effect in the market where they
arise, as explained below.
Moral hazard can be present any time two parties come into agreement with one another. Each party in a
contract may have the opportunity to gain from acting contrary to the principles laid out by the
agreement. For example, on eBay, the buyer typically sends money to the seller before receiving the goods.
The seller then is tempted to keep the money and not ship the goods, or to ship goods that are inferior to
those advertised. This lack of trust between participants may lead to market decomposition as participants
may be better off to leave this market for a more robust one.
Adverse selection is present in situations where sellers have information (about some aspect of their
innate ability, product quality, etc.) that buyers don’t (or vice versa). Such situations often arise in markets
for experience goods. Consider, for example, an online hotel booking site where hotels of different
qualities advertise rooms. Consumers cannot be certain about the true quality offered by each hotel until
they have actually stayed there. On the other hand, hotels do not have an incentive to advertise any of
their weak points. Knowing this, consumers will assume that all hotels are of average quality and will not
be willing to pay more than the average price. Akerlof (1970) shows that such a situation will eventually
drive all, except the lowest quality sellers (“market of lemons”), out of the market.
The most important distinction between (pure) moral hazard and (pure) adverse selection settings is that,
in the former, all sellers are capable of the same type of behaviour (e.g. cooperate, cheat), whereas in the
latter case seller behaviour is completely constrained by their innate “type.”
One can find numerous instances of information asymmetry in the Internet due to inherent characteristics
of the latter, such as relative anonymity, privacy concerns, lack of transparency in every communication
layer, complexity, scale, distance, etc. Examples of information asymmetry in the Internet, include
performance of cloud infrastructures, personal data analysis, net neutrality and data placement.
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2.3.4

Harsanyi's Theory

Hidden information poses serious obstacles in the decision making process of the involved players.
Harsanyi's theory of incomplete information offers a means of getting a handle on such problems.
Specifically, it is a technique for transforming games of incomplete information to games of complete but
imperfect information. The theory leaves a great deal to the judgement of those who use it. It points a
finger at what is missing in an informational structure, but does not say where the missing information is
to be found; it offers the right questions, but not the answers to them. When multiple roles for the various
actors are involved, then Nature is used as the casting director that with some probability selects each role
for each actor. In general, Harsanyi's theory clears any ambiguity at each information set of the players and
their respective beliefs and preferences.
In game theory, a Bayesian game is one in which information about characteristics of the other players (i.e.
payoffs) is incomplete. Following John C. Harsanyi's (1967/8) framework, a Bayesian game can be
modelled by introducing Nature as a player in a game. Nature assigns a random variable to each player
which could take values of types for each player and associating probabilities or a probability density
function with those types (in the course of the game, nature randomly chooses a type for each player
according to the probability distribution across each player's type space). Harsanyi's approach to modelling
a Bayesian game in such a way allows games of incomplete information to become games of imperfect
information (in which the history of the game is not available to all players). The type of a player
determines that player's payoff function and the probability associated with the type is the probability that
the player for whom the type is specified is that type. In a Bayesian game, the incompleteness of
information means that at least one player is unsure of the type (and so the payoff function) of another
player.
Such games are called Bayesian because of the probabilistic analysis inherent in the game. Players have
initial beliefs about the type of each player (where a belief is a probability distribution over the possible
types for a player) and can update their beliefs according to Bayes' Rule as play takes place in the game, i.e.
the belief a player holds about another player's type might change on the basis of the actions they have
played. The lack of information held by players and modelling of beliefs mean that such games are also
used to analyse imperfect information scenarios.
2.3.5

Online Reputation mechanisms

A reputation system computes and publishes reputation scores for a set of objects (e.g. service providers,
services, goods or entities) within a community or domain, based on a collection of opinions that other
entities hold about the objects. The opinions are typically passed as ratings to a central place where all
perceptions, opinions and ratings accumulated. A reputation centre which uses a specific reputation
algorithm to dynamically compute the reputation scores based on the received ratings. Reputation is a sign
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of trustworthiness manifested as testimony by other people7. New expectations and realities about the
transparency, availability, and privacy of people and institutions are emerging. Reputation management –
the selective exposure of personal information and activities – is an important element to how people
function in networks as they establish credentials, build trust with others, and gather information to deal
with problems or make decisions8.
Entities in a community use reputation scores for decision making, e.g. whether or not to buy a specific
service or good. An object with a high reputation score will normally attract more business than an object
with a low reputation score. It is therefore in the interest of objects to have a high reputation score.
Since the collective opinion in a community determines an object's reputation score, reputation systems
represent a form of collaborative sanctioning and praising. A low score represents a collaborative
sanctioning of an object that the community perceives as having or providing low quality. Similarly, a high
score represents a collaborative praising of an object that the community perceives as having or providing
high quality. Reputation scores change dynamically as a function of incoming ratings. A high score can
quickly be lost if rating entities start providing negative ratings. Similarly, it is possible for an object with a
low score to recover and regain a high score.
Reputation systems are related to recommender systems and collaborative filtering, but with the difference
that reputation systems produce scores based on explicit ratings from the community, whereas
recommender systems use some external set of entities and events (such as the purchase of books, movies,
or music) to generate marketing recommendations to users. The role of reputation systems is to facilitate
trust, and often functions by making the reputation more visible9.
Reputation systems are often useful in large online communities in which users may frequently have the
opportunity to interact with users with whom they have no prior experience or in communities where user
generated content is posted like YouTube or Flickr. In such a situation, it is often helpful to base the
decision whether or not to interact with that user on the prior experiences of other users.
Reputation systems may also be coupled with an incentive system to reward good behaviour and punish
bad behaviour. For instance, users with high reputation may be granted special privileges, whereas users
with low or unestablished reputation may have limited privileges.
Reputation mechanisms can deter moral hazard by acting as sanctioning devices. If the community
follows a norm that punishes traders with histories of bad behaviour (by refusing to buy from them, or by
reducing the price they are willing to pay for their products) and if the present value of punishment

7

Slee 2013.

8

Ranie and Wellman 2012.

9

Resnick et al 2000 and Jøsang et al 2007.
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exceeds the gains from cheating, then the threat of public revelation of a trader’s cheating behaviour in the
current round provides rational traders with sufficient incentives to cooperate.
Reputation mechanisms alleviate adverse selection issues by acting as signalling devices (Ackerlof 1970). For
example, by soliciting and publishing experiences of consumers who have stayed in advertised hotels, they
help the community learn the true quality of each hotel. This, in turn, allows a better matching of buyers
and sellers and a more efficient market.
The role of reputation mechanisms in pure moral hazard settings is to constrain behaviour whereas the
role of such mechanisms in pure adverse selection settings is to induce learning.
2.3.6

More fundamental challenges and approaches

In this section, we briefly discuss aspects of recent game theoretic analysis (concentrating on games of
incomplete information) which are applicable to, or which can be advanced by, analysis of ‘Internet
situations’ – strategic interactions in which
Players are connected via sparse or incomplete networks – not every player is connected to every
other player)
The outcomes of strategy choices, preferences over these outcomes, information about payoffs
and strategies and even strategies themselves are all influenced by the structure and
performance10 of the network;
The ‘strategic layer’ of the network is embedded in a multimodal complex network that includes
technical, protocol/standard, institutional, regulatory, geographic, epistemic and other layers,
with the consequence that the analysis of one layer depends on others, and that paths of
influence from one node to another in the same layer may run through other layers;
The concepts of ‘shortest’, ‘most influential’, ‘strongest’ etc. path or links do not coincide and are
influenced by technical, regulatory, conventional and other considerations;
The ‘actual’ network (in any layer) must be considered in relation to the perceived (how entity A
sees the network – what it knows or believes) and meta-perceived (what entity A knows or
believes about how entity B sees the network, and so on)11;
The perceived network must be considered in terms of (e.g.): existing connections; potential
connections – those that might be made with more or less cost, speed and quality; actual and
potential flows through the edges of the network; and actual and potential effects or impacts
(starting with content and interpretation and working up to resulting or induced actions (by
nodes), changes in connections, changes in flows etc.

10
11

E.g. in terms of how quickly spillovers propagate, or the probabilities with which various outcomes are realised.
This is why we develop Harsanyi’s (1967/8) notion of ‘type spaces’.
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Each of these areas is connected to an extensive literature and we do not here provide a comprehensive
review12. Our purpose in making these suggestions is to stimulate members of the Internet Science
community to familiarise themselves with potentially relevant parts of the game theory literature, to invite
game theorists with specialised interests to consider the Internet science perspective and to argue for the
development of a suitably-defined Internet game theory as a platform for:
resolving some of the disconnections among different aspects of Internet science – specifically
those concerned with areas where strategic considerations and behavioural factors may be
influential or those where strategic considerations may be important in designing and
implementing specific technological or operational measures (e.g. agent-based programming for
the Internet of Things) or where the strategic standpoint may be useful in understanding the
complex systems behaviour of the Internet; and
Providing a concrete cluster of related applications which can be used as a platform for the joint
development of strands of game theory that remain somewhat fragmented as a result of
incompatible abstractions and the (natural) attempt to maximise generality.
2.3.6.1 Epistemic games

This is a branch of game theory concerned with the foundations of the field: what is rational behaviour,
what do players know or believe about the situation in which they find themselves (and about the
knowledge and rationality of other players), what does it mean to choose a strategy that must unfold over
time and in different possible.
With regard to the question of knowledge, the Harsanyi type space construction (see Section 2.3.4)
provides a useful way to describe information in multi-person contexts and for managing the hierarchy of
beliefs about beliefs, etc. This was anchored in probabilistic thinking; Mertens and Zamir (1985) describe
universal type spaces from a measure-space topological perspective, while Heifetz and Samet (1998) drop
topology altogether in favour of treating states and types as elements of abstract measureable spaces. This
is consistent with a probabilistic interpretation of beliefs. However, particularly with regard to the
complexity of the Internet experience, it may be unrealistic to assume that individuals can identify
fundamental states and integrate all their information into countably additive (to one) assessments of their
probability. It is even more of a stretch to assume that the interactions among agents (or indeed within a
single agent acting on the Internet at different times or with different objectives) are rich and efficient
enough to allow a single consensus view (common knowledge state and type spaces and common
probabilistic prior beliefs) to emerge.
In response, various non-probabilistic approaches have been developed, starting perhaps with Ellsberg’s
1961 work on belief structures that encompass ambiguity and Knightian uncertainty. The referenced work
These topics are comprehensively reviewed in e.g. the New Palgrave Dictionary of Economics:
http://www.dictionaryofeconomics.com/dictionary.
12
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by Heifetz and Samet extends to ‘capacities’ (roughly, non-additive measures of belief that nonetheless
place larger weight on strictly bigger sets of possibilities) as used in theories of evidence). This could
potentially be useful in obtaining a deeper understanding of the ‘wisdom of crowds’ in relation to the
potential of Internet-connected individuals and institutions to formulate and refine useful sets of beliefs or
preferences13 and in developing a deeper understanding of opinion dynamics that extends to belief
dynamics and contagious action. Ultimately, these pointer go in two complementary directions: the first is
to develop a useful theory of behaviour that works in abstract contexts suggested by an undifferentiated
view of ‘the Internet’ as a condition of generalised connectedness; the second is to lay the foundations for
investigating how structure (topology) and other describable features of the Internet might affect the
collective behaviour of individuals subject to uncertainty, sensitive to ambiguity and endowed with limited
cognitive powers.
Also within the compass of the possibilities this opens up is what has latterly been called behavioural
game theory14.
2.3.6.2 Sequential equilibrium and its refinements

The theory of extensive form games of imperfect information has particular relevance to reputations,
especially in networked contexts. As conventionally developed, the theory is built on Harsanyi’s theory of
types and on his analytic device of moving all chance moves to the beginning of the game and interpreting
them as a prior move of Nature, which chooses the payoffs available to the players and about which they
are differentially informed (according to common priors but differentiated – common knowledge partitional information structures). A Nash equilibrium among all the types of all the players is a Bayesian
equilibrium. Players’ strategies are type-dependent, so in an extensive-form game the players learn about
each other’s types as the game progresses by observing each other’s past moves and revising their prior
beliefs using Bayes’ rule (where applicable). Because some observations are impossible given player’s
declared strategies, the strategic description of an outcome must be accompanied by a description of each
player’s beliefs following any partial history. The combination of the two is called an assessment and it is
sequentially rational if those beliefs justify (in the best reply sense) the promised or threatened behaviour. If
the beliefs can be interpreted as the (limiting) result of alternative strategies, the assessment satisfies
consistency. Taken together, these conditions allow us to extend the logic of subgame perfection to games
that may not have subgames in the usual sense. Instead, we ask for rational behaviour at each conceptually
distinct decision situation. These sequential equilibria, because they are justified by beliefs that may be ad hoc
following unanticipated or impossible histories, are typically very numerous, and there are many articles
devoted to refinements. But two aspects concern us most directly here.

Epstein and Wang (1996) take preferences over actions rather than beliefs over states as a primitive, with the
‘normal’ approach as a special case in which preferences have to conform to Savage’s expected utility theory.
14 For a survey, see Camerer 2008.
13
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First, with regards to reputations, the first application of the Kreps and Wilson ‘intuitive criterion15’
concerned reputations. In networked contexts, reputations may be localised in a way that calls for an
extension of this refinement, since it will not typically be obvious to observers what observations they
might have made, what influences may have led to the observed behaviour and what future observations
may influence the behaviour of subsequent players on which their rationally anticipated choices may rely.
This is particularly true when network structures are not common knowledge and/or may change over
time. The immediate consequence is that reputations are defined over player pairs (I’s belief about j’ which
gradually extend to networks in which I’s belief about j depends on what j believes about k and so on).
The second is that the most common simplification of sequential equilibrium, perfect Bayesian
equilibrium (which is equivalent for signalling games and other games in which each move is eventually
common knowledge) rests on the result that all players share the same beliefs about any given player, no
matter what the previous history. This surely cannot describe behaviour in a network of game contact
among the players – it only works for group structures.
2.3.6.3 Network game theory

Game theorists have developed two complementary strands of analysis which take networks into explicit
account16.
Behaviour among networked players
The first is concerned with the influence of network structures on the behaviour of individuals, modelled
as persons who play a single 2-player game in a networked context. Each player chooses a strategy and
gets the payoff earned by using that strategy against the strategies chosen by each of its network
neighbours. Much of this analysis is concerned with coordination games (where compatible or consistent
behaviour is better than divergent behaviour, but where players’ interests may vary across the conventions
to which their behaviour gives rise). The game is analysed as: i) a static Nash equilibrium (each player plays
a best reply to the ‘average’ of its neighbours; ii) a myopic Markovian system (players are stochastically
chosen to change their strategies and adopt the best reply to their neighbours’ current strategy choices with
high probability17) or iii) a farsighted dynamic system in which players take others’ future responses into
account18. Fundamental results include: risk dominant strategies (those that would be best against an
unknown opponent) tend to win out over payoff-dominant (or efficient) strategies in clique-type networks
(everyone connected to everyone else); ‘stable diversity’ is only possible is specific network structures; and

A sequential equilibrium refinement that asks whether a given impossible move is more likely to have come from
one type rather than another, in the sense that there is a non-equilibrium response by the observer of the impossible
move that would: a) benefit the sender if it is of a specific (subset of) type(s); and b) would be rational for the
observer if his or her belief concentrated on that (subset of) type(s). See Kreps and Wilson 1982.
16 Both are well-described and analysed in Goyal (2007).
17 This gives rise to an irreducible Markov process whose states are the strategy choices of all players – the game is
analysed in terms of the support of the limiting distribution. See e.g. Kandori et al 1993 or Young 1993.
18 See e.g. Conte et el 2014
15
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that the rate of convergence to stable conventions is connected to the local density of networked
interactions. This theory can be used to analyse the adoption of standards, the need to provide formal or
coercive protections against destabilising or opportunistic behaviour and the scope for designing network
structures that favour specific patterns of behaviour.
Network formation
A second strand of analysis19 concerns network formation. This can be analysed from two overlapping
perspectives20. More familiar to network science are models in which economic or strategic interactions
result from random graph network formation processes.
Random graph models
The simplest random graph model is found in the 1960 work of Erdös and Rényi. In a simple version of
their work, any potential link between two nodes in a graph of size n forms with a fixed probability p –
there is no explicit or implicit consideration of the consequences of the resulting structures for the parties
involved. They showed the existence of distinctive ‘phase transitions’ as the size (n) of the network
increases, in terms of e.g. the average path length between two randomly-selected nodes21. Subsequent
work has concentrated on more structured patterns of link formation22 or rewiring23 in order to produce
structures more reminiscent of social networks (e.g. small average path lengths and high clustering). These
models, simple as they are, have several implications for the economic theory of information networks.
First, if we regard networks in the abstract, it gives a sense of the structures likely to affect the use of such
networks to conduct communication, trade and interactions and, by extension, the circumstances under
which these activities can be expected to move onto of off the Internet. Second, to the extent that these
economic interactions depend on structural parameters like degree distribution, path length, clustering and
so forth, it provides a basis for assessing the influence of network formation processes arising in one layer
(e.g. the technical) on behaviour and outcomes in another (e.g. a market layer). Third, they can provide an
‘as if’ representation of more complicated processes of elective affiliation, such as preferential attachment
and a concrete set of implications (in terms of e.g. degree distribution, path length, clustering) that can be
tested against empirical data or built into social experiments.

See esp. Jackson 2005.
See Jackson 2006 for a comparative analysis.
21 Other results include: if the probability of link formation is small compared to n (p<1/n), as the network grows it
will tend to form a set of disjoint small tree-like components; if p is of middling size (1/n<p<log(n)/n), the network
will be dominated by a single ‘giant component’; above log(n)/n the network will become entirely path-connected;
above log(n)/log(log(n)) the diameter of the giant component – the maximum distance between nodes) shrinks as p
rises further, meaning the network becomes in a sense more dense.
22 Jackson and Rogers 2007
23 E.g. Watts and Strogatz 1998
19
20
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Game-theoretic models
Generally, such games start with a value function assigning a value to each possible network structure,
possibly with an allocation function that divides the value to give a specific payoff to each player in each
network structure. Players then choose (in a random, path-dependent or deterministic/simultaneous
manner) to whom they wish to be linked, guided by the payoffs arising from the resulting graph. In
different variants, linking and delinking are unilateral or bilateral decisions. The earliest models24
considered the differential payoffs to links of different strengths – these could be adapted to discuss
Internet-based networks of attention or salience, or to analyse ‘friending’, ‘liking’ and ‘retweeting in social
network contexts.
In some versions, links are dedicated to specific functions like coordination of actions, observation of
information or financial transactions. This rich literature examines both the stability of different network
topologies and the efficiency of the resulting patterns of interaction. As with strategy choice, the analysis
can be static25, myopically stochastic or farsighted26. Results expose a tension between efficiency and
stability and predict specific types of network structures e.g. core-periphery, high-centrality or hierarchical.
Other models are more directly positional, such as Conway’s Game of Life, in which heterogeneous
individuals can move to any unoccupied space in a network based on their preferences over the types of
their neighbours. One of the striking results is that even a modest degree of homophily (preference for
links to one’s own (or a nearby) type) leads quite quickly to almost complete segregation. This in turn
means that governance models based on internalisation of conflicts and tolerance of diversity are likely to
be replaced by coercive or defensive ‘us and them’ mechanisms. On the other hand, it seems likely that
the evolution of networks may be very different under heterophily, or when preferences over neighbours’
types is endogenous (based on experience). This, however, remains a subject for further study.
The implications for Internet science are that such models can be used to analyse and predict patterns of
connection arising among heterogeneous individuals under different circumstances. This has direct
Internet implications in the sense that the propagation of risks, opportunities and conventions of on-line
behaviour are all influenced strongly by such patterns; in turn, information on structural dynamics can be
used to predict or even influence the evolution of networks in beneficial ways. Conversely, it provides a
means of anticipating how different technologies for connecting (from ‘old-school’ network platforms like
Facebook and LinkedIn to light-touch and near-memoryless ones like Instagram and Snapchat) may
compete and how the resulting societal structures may evolve. Finally, it gives both a basis and a set of
methodological tools for better understanding the interaction between different Internet layers.

Granovettor 1973, Boorman 1975.
Jackson and Wolinsky 1996.
26 Page et al 2005, Herings et al 2009, 2014.
24
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2.3.6.4 Economic epidemiology

As a final example of the new frontiers, we mention the new species of ‘hybrid’ models combining
multiple network-relevant processes. Consider the development of an idea in an online context and its
evolution and transition to action. If we fix the behaviour of individuals (in terms of communication and
thresholds for engagement) and the structure of their connections, we can develop models of opinion
dynamics that have an epidemiological flavour, often using a variant of the standard SI or SIR models,
taking into account the direct relationship between the distribution of neighbours over different states and
the probability that a given node will transition to a new state, and thus the dependence of the dynamics
of state transition (e.g. infection, radicalisation, use of a specific business model) on the structure of
networked contacts27). This may be thought of as a special case of a more general model in which
behaviour (e.g. biosecurity), connection patterns (e.g. isolation or homophilous clustering) and the
propagation of different ideas, business models, computer viruses, etc.) are temporally isolated – in other
words where the first two process happen very slowly. In much the same way, models of behaviour
among networked players are a special case in which structures and states change slowly, and models of
network formation are a special case in which behaviour and states change slowly compared to linkage
patterns. When this temporal isolation is relaxed, many new and striking phenomena occur 28 including
endogenous segregation or differentiation, structural ‘self-healing’, ‘widening’ of degree distributions and
the spontaneous emergence of thresholds for specific risks or behaviour to spread and vanish, become
endemic or show epidemic (cyclical) behaviour). However, much work remains to be done in this context,
particularly in relation to relaxing the assumptions underlying these ‘toy’ models, constructing and
analysing policy interventions at various levels, considering the impact of different forms of informational
remedy and extending the models to human-machine (Internet of Things) settings.

27
28

E.g. Rowthorn and Toxvaerd 2012.
E.g. Cave 2011 or Grossand Blasius 2008.
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Economics of network markets29

3

There are extensive literatures on networked markets within mainstream economics (see e.g. Shy 2011 or
Shapiro and Varian 2013). In this chapter we discuss specific – but complementary - topic of relevance to
network markets from slightly outside the economic mainstream: the market for Internet traffic/transit
services. A second paper, discussing the market for adwords, is presented in Appendix B.

3.1

Markets for Internet traffic services

The Internet is an evolving ecosystem supporting global connectivity of end users. This global
connectivity permits the provision of network enabled services as an overlay on the top of the Internet.
After the infrastructure privatisation in the early 1990s, the Internet came to consist of multiple
independent networks or Autonomous Systems (AS). In the Internet infrastructure owned by multiple
parties, global end-to-end reachability requires interconnection of individual networks.
In the multi-party Internet, delivering the traffic of another network is a costly service that can be
provided with different levels of quality. As private for-profit entities, AS’s seek compensation for their
traffic delivery services and sign contacts that include a Service Level Agreement (SLA). To establish trust
and accountability, the SLA determines the interconnection type, service conditions, compensation
arrangements, and penalties for contractual violations.
During the same transition in the 1990s, the main protocol for interdomain routing changed from the
centralised Exterior Gateway Protocol (EGP) to the distributed BGP (Border Gateway Protocol). Using
BGP, an AS independently decides which traffic-delivery routes the AS offers to its neighbours. The AS
announces the routes to only those neighbours with whom the AS has bilateral interconnection
agreements, even when the available physical connectivity is richer.
In the Internet of many independent infrastructure providers, efficient end-to-end traffic delivery needs
coordination among multiple AS’s who may not trust each other. The current system deals with the
problem of trust by relying on rigid bilateral contracts between neighbouring AS’s and the distributed
BGP protocol that allows such AS’s to choose among the neighbours with which a there is an
interconnection contract.
The main types of interconnection contracts in the Internet are transit and peering. For the vast majority
of networks, the universal connectivity comes at the price of IP (Postel, 1981) transit, or simply transit.
Transit is a customer-provider relationship where the customer pays the provider to obtain global Internet
connectivity. The typical setting is described in (Dimitropoulos et al., 2009): a smaller pISP (Personal
Internet Service Provider) pays a larger provider for the traffic transited in both directions of the link

29
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between the two ISPs. Transit traffic is metered at 5-minute intervals and billed on a monthly basis
according to a burstable billing model where the charge is computed by multiplying a per- Mbps price and
the 95th percentile of the 5-minute traffic rates.
This burstable billing model leads to a non-linear contribution to the aggregate cost of a transit customer
(Stanojevic et al., 2010). Since 95th percentile might be a suboptimal billing mechanism from the transit
provider perspective other mechanisms have been proposed albeit not implemented (Reddyvari Raja et al.,
2014).
Transit prices are typically subadditive, reflecting the economies of scale present in traffic transport.
Usually a transit customer commits to a certain data rate which has an associated price decreasing in the
data rate committed. Using a partial equilibrium model and traffic and topological data from three realworld networks to infer demand and cost, (Valancius et al., 2011) investigates what is the optimal pricing
strategy regarding profit maximisation and consumer surplus. The authors find that while a large number
of tiers might favour market efficiency, it also increases overhead and complexity for both the customer
and the transit provider.
The subadditive nature of transit prices and the characteristic burstable billing enables transit cost
reduction by buying transit in bulk. In CIPT (Stanojevic et al., 2011), multiple pISP cooperate to purchase
transit together. The authors employ the game theoretical concept of Shapley-value to distribute the
aggregate savings among the CIPT partners and evaluate the mechanism using public data from several
middle-sized pIXP. Peering is a cost-effective alternative to transit. In a peering relationship, two ASes
interconnect their networks and exchange the traffic of their respective customer cone, i.e. their own
traffic and the traffic of their transit customers directly, rather than through a transit provider. In contrast
to transit, peering allows networks to dimension the interconnection so as to suit their needs in terms of
quality and performance. Accordingly peering is frequently done not only for cost reduction but for
performance enhancing reasons.
The early Internet was a hierarchical structure where networks differed in size, larger ones provided transit
to the smaller ones, and, similar sized networks exchanged traffic through settlement free peering links. As
the Internet was increasingly used to support a wide variety of networked services ranging from email to
streaming, Voice over IP (VoIP) as well as critical service for health and banking, there was a mounting
pressure to handle larger and larger volumes of traffic with greater performance requirements. This
increasing pressure lead to a massive emergence of peering relationships transforming the Internet from a
relatively hierarchical structure where smaller networks pay to larger ones for transit services to a more
horizontal structure where peering is increasingly relevant.
This trend towards pervasive peering was accompanied by critical changes in the Internet ecosystem as
highlighted by (Faratin et al., 2007). Network specialisation in connecting final users (eyeball networks) or
providing content (content providers) resulted in asymmetric traffic patterns, with inbound dominating in
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the former and outbound in the later. At the same time, Quality of Service (QoS) became increasingly
important as delay sensitive application such as VoIP or video streaming became more and more popular.
Pushed by growing demands of QoS networks are compelled to peer. However increasingly
heterogeneous networks bear different costs and incentives rendering settlement-free peering and transit
insufficient. As a result paid peering and partial-transit arrangements and Content Delivery Networks
(CDNs) emerge, and, IXPs gain an increasing relevance.
While free-settlement peering involves no financial transactions among peers, in paid peering one network
compensates the other for establishing a peering relationship. The conditions and quantity of the financial
compensation are however unclear. To shed some light on these issues, (Dhamdhere et al., 2010)
theoretically models bilateral peering among networks and derive a fair, optimal and stable price that
compensates the networks so peering is established in two scenarios. First the peering payment is
modelled as if networks would have complete information on how beneficial is establishing the peering
interconnection and then the results are extended to take into account the more realistic scenario where
networks have only partial information on the other network and therefore on the benefits of peering with
it.
To reduce the financial costs of paid-peering, (Castro & Gorinsky, 2012) proposes and evaluates Transit
for Peering (T4P). With T4P interconnection, one ISP compensates the other ISP for peering by
providing this other ISP with a partial transit service. In comparison to paid peering, T4P is able to reduce
the combined transit/peering costs of an ISP due to the subadditive nature of transit billing.
Partial transit is a form of transit where the transit provider offers a price discount for certain destinations
according to the costs incurred in carrying the traffic. Using real traffic, routing and cost data from a tier-1
network, (Gyarmati et al., 2012) shows that the costs incurred by a transit provider while carrying the
traffic of its customers is not uniform and it is therefore possible to offer specific discounts to match costs
and revenues more closely.
CDNs are overlay networks with distributed caches that help networks reduce transit costs and improve
QoS. CDNs emerge due to the increased variety of networked services and the inability of the Internet
ecosystem to provide the desired QoS without service differentiation (Faratin et al., 2007). The decision
problem of content providers of interconnecting with transit services and/or CDNs is modelled in (Ma et
al., 2012) to reflect the implications of different sensibilities to QoS and price levels.
To reduce the costs of peering, peering is usually done at IXPs. IXPs are layer-2 infrastructures that
facilitate traffic exchange across ASes by reducing the costs of establishing peering connections (Chatzis et
al., 2013). Along with the trend towards more peering the number of IXPs as well as its relevance in terms
of traffic has increased over time.
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This complex web of decentralised relationships renders a complex structure. Inferring relationships from
the available data is crucial for understanding how and whether the Internet infrastructure will be capable
to deliver increasingly complex and demanding networked services.
Since the BGP protocol reflects how networks are interconnected and what type of commercial
agreements do they hold, BGP repositories are one of the main sources of insights in the Internet
economic structure.
There are however two fundamental limitations in all these models. Firstly, validation efforts are limited
by the lack of complete data to compare the topologies resulting from the models to well-known
characteristic of the Internet such AS node-degree distribution. Secondly, existing data only allows for a
very limited view of the Internet.
Economic relationships are crucial in topological studies because connectivity does not imply reachability,
as this is determined by commercial relationships between networks. Since ASes export policies reflect
commercial relationships among them, (Gao, 2001) develop a heuristic algorithm that infers them from
BGP routing tables. The heuristic relies on AS size, measured by the degree in the AS graph, and assumes
the Internet to be a hierarchical structure where networks of similar size peer and recur to transit to larger
ones. The results from the algorithm almost perfectly matches (99.1%) the ground truth from with
AT&T. While the algorithm is heuristic and fundamentally relies on an assumption of how the Internet
topological structure is formed, the algorithm has been extensively used in posterior works.
Other algorithms to identify commercial relationships among networks have followed this pioneering
work. Instead of relying on assumed valley-free paths, (Luckie et al., n.d.) present an algorithm that infers
commercial relationships among networks using BGP data collected by (RIPE; Route Views) and
assuming instead that transit is used to acquire global reachability, that there is a peering clique, i.e., tier-1
transit providers (Hasan & Gorinsky, 2012) and that there are no cycles in peering links. They validate
more than a third of their inferences with relationships reported by networks (CAIDA project,
Interconnection Economics, n.d.), policy information from (RIPE) and BGP community strings.
Using an optimisation model feed with empirically based inter-AS traffic matrix (Chang et al., 2005),
(Chang et al., 2006) models the evolution of the Internet by inferring ASes relationships with (Gao,
2001)’s algorithm and historical BGP traces from (Route Views) and looking at whether peering
maximises the revenues of ASes with different profiles, namely, web hosting, residential access and
business access.
A traceroute analysis carried by (Gill et al., 2008) in 2008 noticed how large content providers such as
Google are extending their own networks to directly interconnect through peering links with the
consumers of the content. The authors collected a single snapshot of the networks of the 20 top content
providers ranked by Alexa (Alexa). The authors argue that this bypassing of transit providers by large
content providers might lead to a flatter Internet.
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While Google continued to expand its infrastructure, it increasingly relied on CDN strategies consisting in
deploying servers at lower tier ASes to serve as a cache for their customer cones (Calder et al., 2013).
ITER (Dhamdhere & Dovrolis, 2010) and GENESIS (Lodhi et al., 2012), two agent based networkformation model, study the implications of this trend towards more peering. With an initial topology, the
model simulates its evolution and convergence towards Nash equilibriums. The model are parameterised
mixing available routing information, previous Internet measurements and estimations as well as
information obtained through discussions with network operators. Validation is done by comparing the
model predictions with known network characteristics of the Internet, e.g., degree distribution. According
to ITER (Dhamdhere & Dovrolis, 2010), the more content originated by content providers, larger
regional distribution and the more open peering policies, the flatter the Internet becomes, resembling a
peering mesh instead of the original hierarchically tiered ecosystem. The GENESIS model (Lodhi et al.,
2012) takes a broader look to the Internet evolution finding stable equilibriums and oscillations resulting
from situations resembling real-world peering disputes and confirms that the trend towards pervasive
peering puts financial pressure on transit providers.
Analysing 12 years (1998-2010) of BGP data (Route Views; RIPE) with (Gao, 2001)’s algorithm,
(Dhamdhere & Dovrolis, 2011) confirm a trend towards a flatter Internet finding that the growth of
interconnections between access/hosting/content providers at the Internet edge is densifying the
Internet, i.e., despite of the Internet AS-level growth, average path length remains stable.
Examining 2 years (2007 and 2009) of commercial traffic from multiple networks of different types and
with different regional scope, (Labovitz et al., 2010) finds that the source of traffic growth has switched
from P2P applications to video streaming, with a few content providers, Google being well ahead, being
responsible for most of this content. At the same time most of this traffic flows directly between content
providers, CDNs and access networks bypassing transit providers.
The trend towards more peering has been accompanied by a tendency by transit providers to engage
somewhat paradoxically in open peering relationships. Using game theory and results from an agent based
simulation mode, GENESIS (Lodhi et al., 2012)), (Lodhi et al., 2014) present a vicious circle in which
transit providers to reduce their own transit bills, peer with each other’s customers. To alleviate transit
providers’ revenue loss, the authors propose to reduce competition through coordination policies so
networks do not peer with each other’s customers. It is however unclear whether this would be against
laws regulating competition.
The inherent complexity of the distributed nature of the Internet frequently leads to diverging interests
from different agents which results in frictions or “tussles”. Some of these are essentially of an economic
nature. With the last mile characterised by the lack of competition and frequent regional (quasi)
monopolies is particularly prone to these tussles (Clark et al., 2005).
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Increasing pressure to deliver content with greater QoS and the inherently capital intensive infrastructure
of the last-mile, lead to the net-neutrality debate. While net-neutrality is a complex multidimensional
debate (Crowcroft, 2007), neutrality is usually understood as the no discrimination of traffic. A recent
survey of the economic literature in net-neutrality covers the topic (Schuett, 2010) and deepens in the
related economic literature. In the following we survey those papers that consider the implications at the
interdomain level, including some additional relevant papers.
Service discrimination or differentiation is a non-neutral policy consisting in discriminating traffic by
providing different interconnection qualities. Service discrimination can be done in two different manners,
either by selling two qualities at two different prices (second-degree price discrimination) or by directly
prioritizing specific traffic. Alternatively last-mile providers have been shifting from flat-rate based
Internet access to congestion based pricing (Sen et al., 2013).
Since our focus is on the economic aspects at the interdomain level, these interesting aspects of the debate
are however out of the scope of this survey.
In (Hermalin & Katz, 2007), a non-neutral monopolistic last-mile provider charges content providers
according to the quality of the connection provided. The results on social welfare are ambiguous as a lastmile provide offering a single quality would make some content providers with the most/least popular
content to pay less/more than they would otherwise, thus raising the cost of connecting for those which
could benefit from connecting with a lower quality and hence at a lower price.
PMP is the simplest pricing scheme for the provision of differentiated class services (Odlyzko, 1999).
PMP consists in partitioning the network into separated channels with different pricing but no guarantee
of QoS. Price is then used as a traffic management tool by determining with it the demand, congestion
and resulting QoS. However (Shakkottai et al., 2008) shows that simple pricing schemes (flat entry fee)
can achieve similar level of revenues that more complex differentiated pricing schemes (Paris Metro
pricing) when users have piece-wise linear utility functions.
Price discrimination of content providers, i.e., charging content providers with heavy outbound traffic
profiles differently, is usually considered as not-neutral. Nevertheless it is overwhelmingly employed: over
the last decade monopolist last-mile providers have use their bargain power to shift their interconnections
with content providers or their respective transit providers from free-settlement peering to paid-peering.
Using the transit pricing function from (Chang et al., 2006), Zipf-like distribution for the content
providers traffic distribution (Chang et al., 2005) and traffic demand modelled as in (Cho et al., 2006).
Note that while the (Dhamdhere & Dovrolis, 2008) considers streaming, (Cho et al., 2006) focuses in
user-to-user traffic. (Dhamdhere & Dovrolis, 2008) quantitatively shows that last-mile access provider
networks that charge their customers a flat monthly price can be simultaneously neutral and economically
profitable if access providers selectively peer with content providers and catch content locally. Charging
final users with schemes different from flat monthly price are rarely profitable and/or strongly sensitive to
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factors out of the control of the access provider network. Using a two-sided model, (Musacchio et al.,
2009) studies whether allowing last-mile providers to charge termination fees to non-customer content
providers for reaching end users (two-sided) leads to greater social welfare. The model assumes that
content providers pay to transit providers which ultimately connect to monopolists’ last-mile providers
through peering relationships and studies its implication on investment decisions.
The authors conclude that non-neutral termination fees are socially desirable the more inverse is the
relationship between the advertising rates and the constant characterizing the elasticity of the demand of
the end users, i.e., high advertising rates and inelastic demand or vice versa.
Using a similar model, (Altman et al., 2010) also studies net-neutrality from a price differentiation point of
view with special attention to QoS and different revenue models for content provider: either subscription
(users buying subscription-based access to content) or advertising based revenue models. The authors
complement a general two-sided market framework which combines an optimisation problem with game
theoretical tools to model the interactions. They mathematically prove that under a subscription revenue
model both the last-mile ISP and the content provider benefit from paid peering. On the other hand, they
also show that with the advertisement revenue model, paid peering impedes the CP from further
investment in content and can, thus, prove harmful to the ecosystem exposing the dependence on the
revenue model of CPs.
Using Nash bargaining, (Altman et al., 2011) shows how these side payments are affected by the
bargaining power of the networks involved.
Instead of establishing through regulation whether the network should be neutral or not, ma2011public
proposes the creation of a “public option”, a public ISP that carries traffic in a neutral manner.
They compare this public option with a neutral and a non-neutral Internet in terms of end-user consumer
surplus maximisation. Using a two-stage game where last-mile providers first set capacity levels and then
content providers choose their desired one, compare the Nash equilibria for the public option, neutral and
non-neutral regulations for both monopolistic and oligopolistic last-mile providers. Their theoretical
findings show that in the monopolistic scenario the public option is preferable from the consumer point
of view to a neutral regulation, and this one to a non-neutral one. Differently, in the oligopolistic scenario
a non-neutral regulation is preferred to the public option and this one to the neutral regulation.
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4
Economics of personal information, privacy and information
security/assurance
This Chapter discusses issues related to the principle specific additional characteristics that the Internet
brings to networked economic interaction – information (especially about persons), awareness and
attention (or observation).

4.1

Basic economics of personal information

4.1.1

Information as a network.

Other parts of this project (specifically JRA 5) concentrate directly on privacy issues arising on and from
the Internet. In this section, we consider privacy and personal information as networks in themselves.
This arises in several conceptually – if not mathematically – distinct ways:
●

Information objects may be linked together by the person or persons to which they refer, and/or
to the times, states of the world, circumstances etc. that surround their collection or assembly –
ion this way, for example, we can recognise and understand jointly private information;

●

They may also be linked by awareness or access (these are not synonymous) – networks of
awareness may have distinctive layered structures, running from things that everyone knows or
believes all the way to common knowledge30 or common belief31 in which any finite string or inferential
hierarchy of the form “A knows or believes that B knows or believes that …that X knows or
believes that event E has or will occur” is true;

●

Facts or observations may be further linked by the states of the world in which they are true, or
known or believed32 - an slight extension of this idea can be used to characterise assets and
contracts as networks, since they link or bundle together specified actions and payoffs in different
states, dates and places;

●

In an entirely dual fashion, individuals or states or places may be linked by the information
objects they hold in common (reversing the nodes and links in the above formalism).

Moving beyond this definitional frame, we can identify various elements of how information as a network
and in networks is shared, used and understood. For example, property or human rights to information
also create linkages; if the rights are exclusive, they create clique networks (‘my data’, every bit of which is
linked to the others through me); if the data are jointly private or transferrable, they create more extended
linkages among the data that a given person or chain of people owns, is aware of, knows, is the subject of,
etc.

30

Cave, (1983).

31

Monderer and Samet 1989.

32

This was studied by the IBM TARK (Theoretical Aspects of Reasoning About Knowledge) project in the early 1990s.
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To establish a more comprehensive basis that facilitates connections to the existing literature on the
economics of information33 it is worth considering, at least in outline form, the theoretical aspects of
information-sharing networks e.g. what happens when information is not purely personal/individual, but
where various forms of connection or ownership are shared or otherwise structured. A candidate structure
would include:
Forms of ownership:
o

Who is the information about (and does it permit identification)? – this constitutes networks of
being the subject of a piece of information and of access and/or awareness;

o

Non-‘persons’ (groups or chains of association, firms, etc.) – this links ‘personal’ to proprietary,
sensitive, and other forms of information or data; it thereby creates networks of affiliation
through such on-person organisations (e.g. the relations of collegiality);

o

How are different bits of information connected (and by whom)? – this is the dual network
(reversing nodes and edges) to the ‘data subject’ network referred to above – for example if
distinct pieces of information, ideas or memes are linked by their authors or subjects and thus
combine to form a higher-order information object such as a memeplex;

o

Who controls information collection, processing, access, destruction linking and exploitation? This forms networks of control or responsibility based on the data or information over which
such control is exercised; and

o

On whom do the benefits and costs fall and how can they be negotiated or transferred? This
question embraces networks of externalities or even networks of market or negotiation linkages.

Mechanisms for analysing these networks
o

Layered networks (data subjects, data, methods, markets and governance systems) – this repeats
the observation made above that different perspectives on such complex networks each have
their own laws and dynamics, while being affected by developments in other layers; the behaviour
of the network as a whole being a systemic consequence of these ‘local rules;’

o

Indicators and parameters used to measure personal data structures – especially for the Internet,
there are masses of data available at the structural, behavioural, outcome and dynamic levels, with
ample metadata to reflect how different parties associate and interpret them. Some are so
unambiguous as to constitute measurements, while others remain indicators either of how specific
actors may respond or of how inferences can be drawn and predictions made.

o

Models of personal data network dynamics – the challenge here is to understand how the growing
body of literature on privacy preferences and the degree to which they are reflected in actions,

For a very partial and non-representative sample see e.g. Acquisti 2012, Shy 2011, Shapiro and Varian 2013 or
Bakos et al 1999.
33
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privacy policies and the extent to which they provide effective protection, attract users and shape
their behaviour; and evolving concepts of privacy, security and consent are linked.
o

Emergence theories and values – this set of methods based in complexity science recognise that
all the above elements are localised and incomplete, and that the strong influences running among
different layers, scales and stakeholders frustrates precise prediction or interpretation. As a result,
more approximate forms of analysis and policy may be appropriate. Among the characteristics
relevant to personal information that may best be viewed as emergent or systemic properties are
privacy and informational self-determination.

Economic aspects – in order to make use of the tools and methods of economics they must be
adapted not only to the virtual nature of information goods and services and to the absence of efficient
and complete markets to eliminate interpersonal differences of valuation or interpretation but also to
the networked structure of such interactions. In consequence, we must consider the normative and
positive aspects of:
o

Markets in personal information – direct trade in observations of individual data or behaviour;

o

Markets using personal information for product/service design, marketing, behavioural profiling;

o

Markets that create personal information e.g. by presenting networked individuals with structured
sequences of choices; and

o

Markets that manage or govern personal information (from big data to services that sell or curate
on-line identities and associated data.

4.2

Collective awareness as a public good34

4.2.1

Introduction: the economics of information sharing between strangers

Today we are constantly deciding whether to create, share, or consume information online according to
our individual preferences. The collected information is meant to increase our collective awareness and
eventually our collective intelligence toward the common good. However, information sharing incurs
certain costs. These could be due to the effort required to generate information or privacy concerns from
its exposure to third parties. Using the language of economics, this collective awareness could be seen as a
public good: after being produced everybody can enjoy it without “consuming” it. In the case of
information it is actually the opposite. The more collective awareness is consumed the more it grows. But
it requires a certain level of contributions by all group members and “free riding” can harm significantly its
value. But there do exist people who derive significant value from self-exposure, and ignore the
corresponding costs. When there are numerous such people in a group, a "parallel" common-pool game
takes place, due to the limited attention and information overloading that can be caused. Moreover,

34

Panayotis Antoniadis, ETH Zurich.
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linking the process of information sharing to a decision-making process can result to strategic behaviour.
Thinking in terms of a simple economic model can help us understand the structure of the problem and
the various trade-offs involved. There is no need even to try to solve the equations. All the value comes
from the process of abstraction and simplification, as in the behavioural and experimental economic
approaches.
The core premise of this work is that inner-city neighbourhoods or public spaces are environments where
certain information sharing games could bring significant value to its participants, subject though to
important constraints, ranging from the participation costs mentioned above to the lack of common
interests, education level, and cultural backgrounds. For this, the role of the information and
communication technologies (or ICTs), and especially what we call DIY networking, can be instrumental
for reducing the costs and overcoming the diversity barriers by providing the means for anonymous
communication, easy access, flexible participation, sophisticated information management, and
appropriate framing.
In terms of design, we wish to draw the attention and invest on a special type of ICT, local and hyperlocal
community wireless networks that operate outside the commercial Internet or for simplicity Do-ItYourself networking (Antoniadis et al. 2014). First, they can support our social objective, collective
awareness, in a unique way: they ensure the de facto physical proximity of their users, they allow for purely
anonymous communications, they are tangible objects themselves, and they create a feeling of
independence and intimacy. These special characteristics can be exploited by designers toward more
inclusive and playful information sharing games in public spaces. Second, being owned by the users
themselves and not big corporations, they provide at least the option to the scientific community to build
an open repository of voluntarily shared usage data, correlated to the corresponding design choices and
environmental variables. So, DIY networking as an experimental platform, can guarantee both the
anonymity of participation (an important requirement of laboratory experiments in behavioural sciences)
and the realistic conditions (one of the most important weakness of existing approaches).
Given that all the necessary ethical and privacy precautions will be taken into consideration, the scientific
community will have the opportunity to orchestrate the collaborative creation of big data from the
bottom-up (Couldry & Powell, 2014), and why not some day at a planetary scale (Giannotti et al., 2012),
compatible to the action research and social learning paradigms. This is perhaps an utopian scenario but
actually the only way for knowledge on the causal relationships between ICT design choices and human
behaviour in different settings to be made public and used for the common good, instead of a precious
private privilege of big corporations like Google and Facebook, used for purely commercial and, even
worse, political objectives (e.g., Tufekci 2014).
In the following, we introduce some basic concepts from the fields of behavioural and experimental
economics and define the problem of collective awareness as a public good game. In this context, we
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describe a simple information sharing game, which is implemented as an application offered by our
NetHood toolkit. We conclude with a roadmap for transforming our simple experimental setup to an
interdisciplinary social learning framework toward understanding how specific hybrid design choices affect
human behaviour in different contexts and how we can use this knowledge to reach important social
objectives, such as social cohesion, conviviality, and self-determination.
4.2.2

Behavioural sciences in the Internet age

Behavioural and experimental economists35 are very ambitious amongst scientists in trying to identify the
most fundamental aspects of human behaviour, precisely those that are the most independent of culture,
education, and other contextual variables. To achieve this end, they employ statistical arguments based on
data produced through reiterations of carefully designed, but mostly artificial, experiments applied in
different settings. They build on concepts from game theory and, with the help of a rigorous experimental
methodology, study the fundamentals of human behaviour in situations of conflict between personal and
social benefits. For example, such experiments wish to test whether in a public goods scenario, in the
absence of any external mechanism all participants will choose to “free-ride” (Ledyard, 1994) or in a
common-pool scenario they will choose to overuse the common resource (Ostrom, 1990). The ultimatum
game is an interesting artificial game which captures the notion of “altruistic” punishment, the desire of
people to punish non-cooperative, selfish, users at their own cost (Fehr and Schmidt, 1999).
After numerous experiments around the world, researchers in this area have managed to demonstrate
through strong statistical evidence that people have “other-regarding preferences” built in their decision
making process, challenging the widespread assumption of the inherently self-interested homo economicus
(Gindis, 2009). By varying carefully the institutional environment, they can study in isolation the effect of
different factors, e.g., communication, trust, and social norms, on the emergence of altruistic behaviour.
In this manner experimental economics studies produce invaluable insights of the nature of human
behaviour, but also regarding the direction of action to be taken to improve the level of cooperation in
our societies. For instance, the 2009 Nobel Prize winner Eleanor Ostrom and her colleagues (Ostrom et
al. 2002) have identified the conditions under which certain institutions can help communities to employ a
sustainable use of their common-pool resources, defying Hardin’s pessimistic prediction of the "tragedy of
the commons" (1968).
The main weaknesses of the experimental economics methods relate to the fact that most experiments are
based on artificial games played in the laboratory, typically by students offered monetary incentives. The
careful definition of these games, their continuous repetition in different environments, and in some
cases the availability of funding, have helped this research community to produce robust results for certain
35

Camerer and Loewenstein (2003) describe the differences between the fields of behavioural and experimental economics as far
as their experimental methodologies are concerned. For the level of discussion in this paper these differences are minor and in the
following we will use both terms interchangeably.
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games, such as the ultimatum and the voluntary provision of public goods. But there is still significant
room for improvement especially for more complicated games. What is interesting from our perspective is
that through this process, instead of converging to universal rules of human behaviour, what is being
constantly discovered is the critical role of the environment and design details such as the framing of the
interactions (e.g., naming a public good game, the “community game” vs. the “wall street game” or placing
a pair of eyes on the monitors through which the users participate in the game (see Levitt and List, 2007).
The ICT revolution brings today the potential for more realistic and low-cost experimentations. On the
one hand, researchers have access to a much wider population of potential subjects for their experiments,
either on custom experimental sites or using generic platforms like the Amazon's Mechanical Turk,
games-with-a-purpose, or in general what has been recently called "technology-mediated social
participation systems" (Preece and Shneiderman, 2009). Such online behavioural experimentation suffers
from limited control over the attention of the subjects, but minimises the contextual factors that affect
behaviour. Nevertheless these are still artificial environments, which are not adequate to study more
complicated cooperation problems.
Another attractive option is the deployment of real web sites. The fact that online interactions can be
recorded while users are often behaving unbiased, and actually unaware of being observed, has indeed
offered a great new opportunity for researchers who can try to set up sites that can offer value to Internet
users and attract a critical mass. There are many research groups that create such websites with real value
for users, with the goal to study their behaviour online. For example, the GroupLens group has built the
MovieLens recommendation site, in order to experiment with strategies for motivating contributions
studied in the field of social psychology, e.g., goal setting and self-efficacy (Beenen et al., 2004). To
perform in a more controlled experimental environment, other researchers have built a successful website
on health issues (Centola, 2010), which was purposefully designed to study the role of the network of ties
structure in information dissemination, ensuring the anonymity of users and forbidding any additional
social interaction that could influence the results.
Note that in principle every successful website can be used as an invaluable source of data for studying
human behaviour, like the numerous studies on the motivations behind the contributions to Wikipedia
based on the history of the articles (e.g., Kriplean et al., 2007). This is especially so for the site owner, who
has access to the exact information of all activity performed on the site, and its overall design. Thus, if
there is enough activity, can easily measure the effect of small variations in design choices (what is often
called A/B testing). If carefully done, such studies could lead to very robust causal relationships between
design choices and behaviour. Here lies the tremendous power of corporations like Amazon, Facebook, and
Google, which can perform studies on human behaviour of unprecedented scale and realism. However, this
knowledge is today kept private and is already being used for commercial objectives or even political ones
(e.g., Tufekci, 2014).
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Nevertheless, this raises some important concerns related to privacy but also to the openness of the
acquired knowledge. Although there are voices from scientists requesting access to this information
(Huberman, 2012), it is unlikely that this will happen soon, not only because it is against the commercial
interests of these corporations, but also because there are serious privacy issues at play (Debatin et al,
2009). Nevertheless, even if this huge amount of data were publicly available for researchers, the object of
study would be limited to the people’s behaviour in the specific virtual environment created by the
professional software designers of Facebook and Google. This means that there would be no opportunity to
try alternative options, a necessary process to make scientific sense out of this huge amount of
information and design space.
So a big challenge is to provide online systems that generate real value for its users, and are transparent
regarding the type of data collection, while they allow users to easily opt out and, most importantly,
guarantee the privacy conditions for the shared information and the data collected. Of course, this sounds
like a utopian objective, and for such a website or group of websites to acquire the necessary critical mass
of users, while competing with corporations like Facebook and Google seems like a lost battle. However, we
have many examples of grassroots initiatives that managed to design highly competitive products, for
instance the Linux operating system, which prove the possibility of open and safe collective endeavours.
Can the NetHood toolkit become such a collaboratively built and globally shared experimental platform
for grassroots collective awareness? It is almost impossible for someone to be taken seriously making such
claims today that the domination of a handful of global platforms seems complete.
For this, our strategy in producing an ICT framework for research purposes is to follow an incremental
approach within a long-term not-for-profit project, and to make sure that each of the individual efforts
will be designed in ways that produce value for a community, even if this group of people is the only one
having access to the deployed system. The experimentation methodology proposed here brings a novel
aspect, which could have significant impact over time. For local communities at different scales, urban
planners, public authorities, even researchers who want to do artificial experiments with real users, the
experience gained from our experimental efforts can add to the improvement of our NetHood Toolkit,
which will then offer a low-cost solution to build and operate local hybrid communities. Then the
willingness of these groups to partly share the data produced in a common repository would provide an
invaluable source of information for our understanding of the social impact of social software and its
informed design. It is very likely that this information will respect the privacy requirements of its
producers, and will be freely available to the scientific community, unlike the datasets analysed internally
by corporations like Facebook and Google.
But we have already added too much complexity for our information sharing game to be meaningful
studied under the behavioural and experimental paradigms, which are rather constrained in nature, for
good reasons, and thus it is difficult to compare them with complex services like MovieLens. In the
following, we will discuss how we could make a few steps back and consider a constrained version of the
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collective awareness game in a way to be both interesting from a scientific point of view and relevant as a
realistic social objective.
4.2.3

Collective awareness as a public good

The majority of cooperation games studied in the experimental economics literature concern the provision
and allocation of resources. Today information is one of the most valuable resources but the underlying
incentives for producing, sharing, and consuming are much more difficult to model and analyse.
In our view, this situation brings the game of information sharing at the local level in the front-line of the
challenging cooperation problems that western liberal democracies face today. The flexibility of ICT to
employ a wide variety of information management rules, and to mediate in different ways between the
game players, creates a novel environment with new rules and potential “strategies.” Hence one of our
objectives is to study in a rigorous way this new neighbourhood game that can shed light to the fundamental
aspects of human behaviour in the hybrid realm, which was previously impossible to achieve due to the
complexity of the involved contextual variables.
The idea here is to extend the notion of the standard public good provision game studied extensively in
the experimental economics literature, and adapt it to a simple information-sharing scenario. Of course,
the analogy is interesting when there are no network effects (Jackson, 2008), and when information
revelation is not strategic (Crawford and Sobel, 1982) as in the case of consensus-building and/or
decision-making scenarios. Otherwise the resulting game becomes much more complex and difficult to
analyse using simple models. For non-experts in the vast field of information economics, Lord (2012)
provides a nice overview of such strategic information games, seen from the point of view of an urban
planner and thus very relevant to our interdisciplinary perspective.
The model that we will use as our starting point assumes that information sharing incurs a certain cost
because of the effort required to generate information and of the corresponding privacy concerns
regarding its exposure to third parties. In this sense our take is closer to work on privacy economics;
Acquisti (2010) provides a short overview on the behavioural economics of privacy, and Leslie et al.
(2011) report on the results of an interesting related experiment.
What makes the game different than the simple public good provision one is that in reality there exist
people who derive significant value from self-exposure, and ignore such costs leading to a ”parallel”
common-pool game (Ostrom et al, 2002), due to information overloading. Even more interestingly, it is
the diversity of the contributions that increases the overall value rather than their overall quantity, since
everyone is unique and his or her contribution cannot be subsidised by excess contributions by others as
in the case of monetary contributions.
Let us consider for example the simple collective awareness game, in which people are invited to
contribute personal information to the “community identity pool,” to introduce themselves to their
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neighbours, through answering a set of questions, and so the outcome being a collection of local identities
as a public good. Formulated as a public good experiment, this game could require different levels of
contributions (from less to more private information), collected and visualised as a shared collective
identity. The more people contribute the more informative the outcome. Then different rules of the game
(e.g., whether one will have access to the outcome, or to parts of it, depending on his or her own level of
contribution), the level of anonymity (e.g., whether people are expected to provide nicknames, real names,
or nothing at all), and different framing (e.g., the ““meet your neighbour” vs. “share your secrets” game)
could be correlated with the final outcome after numerous repetitions in different contexts.
How can one characterise the “selfishness” and “altruism” in this context? Is there any general lesson that
one can learn to design social software that can improve cooperation in such simple scenarios? Can we
devise a formal definition of self-interest and altruism in the game of information sharing, and the
identification of the contextual variables and institutions (i.e., the rules of the game) that could lead, or
not, to increased levels of “cooperation”?
To simplify the social exchanges and isolate the most important factors that influence behaviour in the
neighbourhood are among the most important challenges. However, this may be a long process, and its
success will depend on the number of different experiments that the research community will be able to
perform in a coordinated fashion. For instance, Levitt and List (2007) show how the experimental
research community slowly achieved today’s level of formalisation and collaboration, yet over time
enabling some robust results and interesting cross-cultural comparisons across the world. In the case of
information sharing rigorous experimentation is more difficult to achieve and most efforts today are not
based on formal models; see for example the work of Leslie et al. (2011), for the context-specific privacy
concerns, and this of Rains (2007) on the effect of anonymity.
Experimenting in real life, makes the objective of scientific truth even more difficult to achieve, but the
big difference in our case, is that the process itself will generate some, even if limited, value unlike the
huge investments for laboratory equipment that cannot be used outside the experimental environment for
which it was created. In this context, avoiding ambitious objectives, like deliberation and decision making,
is not only a scientific methodology but also a very liberating element that can encourage participation and
plurality.
4.2.4

Roadmap

In summary, we identify the following research challenges as important elements of an interdisciplinary
approach on collective intelligence:
1. The participatory design of ICT tools that 1) facilitate information sharing between people that do
not necessarily share common interests, culture, and background and 2) translate the contributed
information to meaningful representations of the collective identity.
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2. The formulation of simple economic models that capture the particularities of information sharing
in the context of collective awareness.
3. The collaborative development of a bottom-up and privacy respecting experimentation framework
that will allow the creation of public data repositories for the rigorous analysis of various causal
relationships between context, design, and human behaviour in terms of information sharing
between strangers.
4.

The bridging of the gap between the “two cultures” of science around the design of
interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary methodologies and tools that can advance our scientific
knowledge of the production of collective awareness and give the power to local actors to
appropriate the developed tools according to their own environment, values, and objectives.

4.3

The dynamics of observation, evidence, ideas and knowledge in a cybernetic

network
4.3.1

Introduction

Networks and the flows of information and attention that they instantiate are often highly unstable,
opportunistic and/or event driven. That is to say, connections are formed and used when there appears to
be a reason to do so, or when chance brings individuals, machines or complexes made up of both into
contact. In a world of shrinking scales of time and distance, these interactions may become increasingly
transient. They are not, however, stationary, but bunch up in time, around specific concepts, memes or
entities and/or in certain places. A growing range of studies uses indicators such as Google analytics data
or twitter feeds and econometric or data analytic (depending on assumed levels of structure in the data) to
diagnose latent mechanisms and principles from these noisy correlations.
But these episodic interactions will lead to more permanent changes and to responses ranging from fixed
beliefs (prejudices) to hard-to-change arrangements (institutions), which in turn shape future networking.
Thus, the integration of complexity considerations operating across different subject areas, regions,
timescales and degrees of ‘authority’ may come to dominate simpler approaches such as human-device
duality. In other words, when machines and individuals interact across a range of changing scales, the
distinction between individual and networked humanity and between human and machine may lose
explanatory power.
A related perspective concerns the analysis of emergent ‘information objects.’ Information can be seen as
a description of something that has been observed rather than as an essential measureable aspect of the
subject itself. The focus here is on the activities of observation, recording, processing and exchange; these in
turn may or may not be adequately modelled in terms of intended (rationally chosen or programmed)
behaviour as distinct from emergent behaviours or accidental regularities. The further implication is that
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information is transformed into more complex objects e.g. by their presence in the same database, their
association through ‘big data’ correlations or their linkage through models and ideas. As with the activities
of observation, this act of affiliation changes – or even constitutes – their effective meaning.
In relation to collective intelligence, the structure of information - what is observed, how observations are
linked and interpreted and the distribution of access and awareness across different entities – determines
the shape of networked intelligence.
A simple example will illustrate.
1.
2.
3.

Scientists who all have access to the same primary observations, but not to each other’s publications
Scientists who have access to the published literature, but not to primary data
Scholars with access to both.

Clearly, collective thinking and learning will be different under the three scenarios. In particular, the
relative force of Occam’s razor and the principle of minimum perturbation of existing hypotheses will be
different.
4.3.2

The need for speed and the evolutionary fate of simplicity

It can be argued that (assemblages of) devices e.g. in the Internet of Things act as ‘avatars’ or agents of
their owners’ or users’ interests36. In this respect, it can be expected that swift and approximate ways of
selecting information, interpreting evidence and making and implementing decisions have specific
advantages. This may be too simple in three respects:
•

•

•

The avatars may not know what is of interest or in the interest of their users – their instructions may
be expressed in narrow or time-bound terms or the interests (in both senses) of the users may be too
complicated, multifaceted or unstable to permit clear instruction even for individual user-avatar pairs.
The relation of device to avatar may not be binary - this is an elaboration of the standard critique of
graph theoretic approaches that networks may not be adequately representable in terms of pairwise
links rather than 3-way, 4-way, etc. ‘simplices’ or intransitive links. In relation to ‘intelligence’ it also
refers to the limitations of linear cause-effect models, in which multiple causes (or effects) are
possible, but where the causal order is maintained. The polar alternative would be a simultaneousequation (equilibrium) model, and the more realistic intermediary would be more like a dynamic or
simulation model looking for stability.
Speed requires (or favours) simplicity. Networks of fast-but-stupid algorithms might be thought to
lead to a more easy-to-understand world (e.g. one in which models work well and substitute for the
need to maintain large amounts of data). But the evidence (e.g. from ‘front-runner’ trading
algorithms) is that this is not the case, because simplicity does not scale.

It is therefore necessary to study the extent to which asymmetric concepts of agency remain useful in a
world in which: a) interactions among agents or their devices can rewrite interests (in either sense); b)
networked structures are richer than is usually assumed; c) interest (again in either sense) may be
The word ‘interest’ can be used here to represent the extent to which users’ wish to pay attention to or are
intellectually drawn to a topic or piece of information and to their consequential interests or preferences
36
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stimulated or suppressed by others’ possession of specific information; and d) evolution may favour speed
or deliberation, generality or specificity, certainty or precaution, etc.
4.3.3

Who pays attention, to what and on behalf of whom?

One element of the proposed roadmap is to incorporate elements of individual cognitive psychology in
modelling autonomic networking in order to take account the specific (and often idiosyncratic or at least
individual) ways that significance is assigned, especially in the face of uncertainty. This can be tackled by
endowing modelled ICT systems with stylised cognitive facts resembling those that have been established
through empirical and experimental studies of the (individual) human brain. The implicit argument is that
we as individuals are end-users of the technology and should (or at least will) strive to make the machines
serve us better by being more like us. But this leaves open two further questions. The first concerns the
societal nature of individual cognition and the degree to which we will remain the same kind of individuals
if we interact with each other (through machines) and with machines (often through each other) in
different ways. The second concerns the extent to which we can be regarded as sovereign ‘end users.’
Specifically, we may ask “in what sense is the individual human mind the ‘final user”?
It might be more appropriate to say that we treat the individual mind as the final user in order to
understand the phase that precedes and shapes human decisions, recognising that the emergent behaviour
of the system uses the human users when we take a longer view.
More broadly, cognitive heuristics are models in the sense that they substitute a reduced form description
for bodies of evidence in a way that facilitates decisions. However, this substitution may be self-fulfilling;
obscuring changes that render the model or heuristic inappropriate or highlighting as dissonant evidence
consistent with a more sophisticated model of which our heuristics are a local reduced form. Eventually,
our heuristics will be subject to refinement or modification through learning (at the micro level of
individual minds) or evolution (at the community level), but there will be a high degree of pathdependence.
Complexity theory addresses this e.g. by recognising the evolutionary advantages of ‘inefficient’ (e.g.
simulated annealing) optimisation, which preserve ‘wrong answers’ and ‘stupid ideas’ because they might
be right. In this respect, the frustrations and coordination failures of the physical Internet inject enough
noise into the system to keep misplaced certainty to a minimum. In the process, we can avoid getting
locked into cognitive errors even when they have a high degree of resonance with the same ideas in other
human minds. However, we may also fail to attach enough certainty to things that are true, or that could
be true if we all acted as though we believed them (e.g. the 'right kind' and 'right amount' of trust).
The analytic approach suggested by this is the 'evolution of conventions' model of H. Peyton Young, et.
al. In a world of unanticipated or unpredicted perturbations, adherence to a shared 'selection' (e.g.
heuristic) depends on the extent to which others use it and to which the observed consequences reinforce
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its use. Mistakes, delays and other perturbations lead to 'small' failures of adherence - to shifts in
compliance with the heuristic. If enough mistakes accumulate, the shared conventional mind-set shifts and
it may no longer be a mistake to try another approach. Stable heuristics are those robust to higher levels of
mistakes or (in an extension to the existing literature) to the kinds of mistakes that might be observed in a
world governed by those heuristics.
4.3.4

Elegant simplicity?

It has been recognised that simple heuristics can operate very fast and effectively in a wide range of
complex environments. This works well when simplicity and speed drive adoption or provide selective
advantages over other viable alternatives. But there is another dynamic (observed in e.g. scientific
communities) that favours complexity, at least in terms of offering advantages to being ‘one step more’
complicated than the others around. This ‘entropy principle’ can also be observed in self-organising
networks.
One application is the degree to which values, as simple principles that can be applied across situations albeit with a significant cognitive load – tend to give rise to a complex diversity of heuristics.
A fundamental distinction that is central to Phase I of our investigation - is between a complex system
made of many interacting simple parts and a simple system made up of fewer interacting complex parts. In
a slight oversimplification, the Internet of Things represents the former and the old end-to-end
architecture reflects the latter.
The extension to human institutions (markets and democracies on one end, international organisations on
the other) is obvious.
A succeeding phase of Internet Science development is the recognition of specific and changing
topologies - the extent to which complexity and simplicity are implicit in network structures, and the
development of a dynamic definition of a network capable of accounting for the impacts of endogenous
changes as well as exogenous shocks.
As a simple example of the complexity argument, consider a population of agents playing Prisoners'
Dilemma against each other.
•

•

•

One potentially stable configuration in a static network or a network where people could recognise
whom they are playing against might be Tit-for-Tat, in which agents copy their opponents’
behaviour (cooperative or greedy) from the previous encounter. This is parsimonious (only
requiring one piece of memory) and efficient when it is universally followed.
This configuration, is one of the simplest that guards against the invasion of opportunism by
keeping open the possibility of retaliation. There are simpler efficient conventions (e.g. the ‘grim
strategy’ that punishes any deviation from cooperation with unending punishment, but they would
rely too much on faithful and perfect adherence.
A simpler heuristic that attains exactly the same result in a Tit-for-Tat world is 'cooperate always' in other words, where people gradually learn to ignore a history that never changes.
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•
•
•

•

•

But once enough people have learned to forget the past, 'cheat always' is better than either Tit for
Tat or ‘cooperate always’.
Once 'cheat always' becomes established, Tit-for-Tat can re-establish itself - so complexity falls and
rises endlessly.
Note 1: although the stability of uniform conventions does not depend on network structure (who
plays against whom) their dynamics do – they are different in e.g. a circle or a star than they are in a
clique.
Note 2: the dynamics are also different if people simply drop (with sufficiently high probability)
links to others who have cheated them, substituting links to people whose behaviour is (as yet)
unknown.
Note 3: even more interesting results arise if individuals learn from their experiences. Suppose that
individuals are described by their: network connections; current strategy; attitude towards
complexity (e.g. the penalty they attach to strategies with multiple states); and expectations over
other players’ states (as revealed by e.g. knowledge of others’ connections, accumulated payoff,
etc.). Individuals can then evaluate their connections and their current behaviour, choosing to
change behaviour and connections (offering to make new links, break existing links and to accept
or reject offers to link), The resulting coevolution of structure and behaviour can produce stable
trajectories that are non-uniform and non-stationary, and along which complexity of behaviour,
connectivity and even the state of knowledge evolve in non-monotone ways.

Such models have been developed and tested for Prisoners’ Dilemma and coordination games, for small
sets of concrete strategic alternatives and for specific ‘information functions’ describing what players
know about the network and each other. More general analysis could be used to shed light on the origins
of norms and (network) forms and the likely impacts of specific changes to the rules of the game.
4.3.5

Informational agency

The roadmap already includes a proposal to investigate the social dimension of cognitive heuristics,
meaning that individuals become aware of social structures (network topologies in the language of this
section) and relevance (the hierarchy of types, as in Harsanyi’s model of Bayesian games). In the model
posited here, individuals link for the combined purpose of learning about the world they inhabit and
earning payoff. Through their interactions they can learn directly or make inferences about the knowledge
of other players. Part of this concerns learning about the ‘objective’ (more properly exogenous) nature of
the world; in e.g. Cave (1988) it is shown that the power of languages and the pattern of communications
determine the evolution of individual knowledge and the consequent extent of common knowledge;
subsequent work by e.g. Samet, Forges, Mertens and Zamir, etc. has extended this to beliefs albeit without
an explicit topological dimension (assuming cliques of communicating individuals). But there is no societal
hard-wiring of these interactions; people who interact may learn to communicate and vice versa. Key to
this is the notion of agency; linking to others for their information or delegating action to them vs.
gathering information or acting for oneself.
The informational aspect is discussed in Galeotti and Goyal (AER 2010); their paper discusses the
network structures and information states that arise when individuals can choose between gathering their
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own information and connecting to others to obtain information at a price. They show that networks will
come to be dominated by a few nodes that gather original data to which almost all other nodes link. A
further (unexplored in that paper) consequence is that the subject of the observations (the ‘problem’)
generates only a narrow set of observations and perspectives (those of the ‘experts’ or information hubs).
This may lead to ‘learning cycles’ instead of convergent learning. It may also mean that some problems
resist solution because of the way they are observed and the way such observations shape collective
learning about them – by the above ‘tipping’ argument the collective framing may miss the ‘correct’
model.
Much the same can be anticipated in a model of ‘contracted out’ agency in which the power of action or
strategic choice is delegated to others in exchange for payments conditional on specific information. This
topic has been extensively explored in bilateral (principal-agent) and one-to-many or many-to-one
contexts and in hierarchies (especially in the financial economics world) but has yet to be extended to
more complex patterns of interaction. In particular, and especially relevant for the understanding of
network standards and self-regulation and the formation of two- and multi-sided markets, little has been
done to move into the middle zone between such simple models of binary contracting on one side and
coalition (clique) based models of collective action on the other. As empirical organisations forming on
the Internet show a rich diversity of structures, such a model would seem long overdue. To take a simple
example, malware risk is both created and managed by individual action, direct binary agency (e.g. forprofit malware creation or security bundled with Internet service contracts) and by common-pool
arrangements (e.g. P2P exploit sharing or security standards) but there is little theory to explain how these
levels are chosen.
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5

Conclusion

In this roadmap, we have presented a set of opinions on economic theory for information networks
and in particular for the modern and emerging Internet. Of essence, they present a theoretical view,
and the issues that we highlighted might need to be consolidated in a practical setting -- this will
inevitably happen after the current timeline of EINS activities has passed. What we hope is that
readers will spot issues in which they are interested, and explore them further, either in national or
international programmes or projects -- and these explorations could be deeper theoretical studies or
some kind of practical investigations or trials of the concepts emerging from this roadmap. One
essence of these follow-on research topics is that they should be multidisciplinary in nature, in the
same spirit in which we approached them within EINS. Indeed, one of the legacies of EINS will
hopefully be that we have set a precedent in conducting multidisciplinary research on topics that are
inherently complex and that involve the need for a complementary set of viewpoints on the variety of
issues involved.
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Appendix A
We used through this study different information retrieval tools. One of them concerns a new interface
(Ariadne) to the ArticleFirst database of OCLC. (Koopman et al., 2015) ArticleFirst contains 65 million
articles, and is a product of OCLC which requires subscription. However, most of its content overlaps
with WorldCat if the search is restricted to articles.
We have explored a search path in http://thoth.pica.nl/relate? from “Internet architecture” to the node
“electronic commerce” and to “Journal of Internet Commerce”. Ariadne allows to surf/browse through
contexts of queries. The queries can entail words, texts, author names or journals. The display of the
networked entities selects most the most relevant nodes from a set of nodes which contains entities such
as words, author names, journals and Dewey number. Figure 2 shows which terms (term groups) and
journals have a similar semantic profile as the Journal of Internet Commerce. In the figure we see the
economic side of Internet commerce such as electronic marketplaces and business2business solutions but
also the side of consumer behaviour, trust and privacy. All topics to be addressed in an economic theory
for information networks.
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Figure 2: exemplary network map of semantic profiles
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Appendix B: An analysis of on-line marketing37
B.1 Introduction
Online Marketing is one of the most important economic medium of the web-economy. Major actors of
the Web, like Google, Facebook, etc., fund their growth through selling their advertisement space to
advertisers, and it makes the free access to their platform a reality. Online advertising has witnessed a
major growth during the past decade. Among the diverse forms of online advertising, Search Engine
Marketing (SEM), where ads are shown along with results of keyword queries, has grown much faster than
traditional and other online marketing channels (e.g., email advertising, mobile advertising). In 2012, SEM
accounted for more than 53% of total Internet advertising revenue in North America with up to $19: 51
billion (IAB 2013).
Similarly to traditional advertising, online advertising involves both a publisher, who integrates
advertisements into its online content, and an advertiser, who provides the advertisements to be displayed
on the publisher’s content. In the context of SEM, search engines are publishers and present a link to the
advertised webpages along with the answer to the search asked by the user. The advertisers generally buy
advertisement space from search engines by bidding for keywords that will return their advertised websites
when entered by users in the search engine. The current business model for SEM is based on advertisers
paying to the search engine (the publisher) the price attained by the keyword’s bid when a user searching
this keyword clicks on the advertised link to the advertiser website. In order to facilitate the relations with
advertisers, search engines provide an online bidding facility where the advertisers can enter their maximal
bids and their advertisement budget. The search engine uses thereafter these values to set the bidding for
each keyword and to decide which advertisement will be presented.
Indeed the goal of search engines is to maximize the revenue generated by the keyword auctions, taking
into account the advertiser budget. An advertiser role entails finding a set of relevant and high-quality
keywords that given a fixed budget are more likely to attract traffic to the advertised websites without
paying too much for the keywords bids’. In a typical SEM scenario, advertisers choose a portfolio of
keywords that are such as to optimize their advertisement budget, i.e., achieving a marketing target
(number of views for example) with a low budget. On the other hand, search engines wish to maximize
the revenue generated by keyword auctions and for this purpose search engines provide platforms
enabling the advertisers to interact with them directly.
An example of such platform is Google AdWords that has evolved into becoming Google’s main source
of revenue (Google’s total advertising revenues were USD$ 42.5 billion in 2012). It enables users to
choose a keyword (or sequence of keywords) relevant to their business, called “ad keywords”, which will
trigger the display of their advertisements in the returned Google search page. Google AdWords generally
37
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uses a Cost-Per-Click (CPC) payment, i.e., the advertiser is not charged for each ad displayed, but rather
for each click. The keyword cost is therefore the product of its CPC by the click number, i.e., the number
of clicks the displayed ad has attracted through this keyword. Typically, each advertiser maintains an AdWords account containing a portfolio of ad keywords, along with a maximum CPC bid (max CPC) for
each keyword and an overall daily advertisement budget. As several advertisers might have an interest in
the same (set of) keywords, Google implements an online auction for choosing the displayed ads in each
returned page. This auction uses a proprietary algorithm that takes into account the advertisers'
constraints, i.e. the maximum bid and overall daily advertisement budget, along with the relevance of the
search query to the advertised content. Note that the daily budget constraint implies that for the same (set
of) search query keywords, the ad displays can be spanned over the day in order to ensure that cost of ads
does not exceed the budget.
Even if Google AdWords provides a convenient platform for advertisers, some of them might lack the
time, resource or expertise to build and maintain a profitable AdWords portfolio. “Third-party” partners,
either advertising agency (such as SuperMedia, Web.com), yellow page publisher or freelance consultant,
play an important role in bridging this gap by optimizing advertisers' campaigns, reporting, etc., in
exchange for a service fee. The interactions between third-party partners and their advertisers create a
secondary market for Google AdWords, where the third parties sell the services and the advertisers act as
buyers. We will thereafter call these third-party operators as “brokers” and the advertisers as “customers”. We
will present here an economic analysis of the third party AdWords market. We will first analyse the
economic relations between the primary market, where advertisers compete for access publishing space of
Search Engines, and the secondary AdWords market where customers and brokers negotiate their service
costs. This analysis will be based on a variant of the supply-demand model and shows that in order to
optimize his profit a third party broker should minimize the weighted average Cost-per-Click(CPC)
leading to his customer's ad and achieving the number of clicks demanded by his customer. In this
context, the broker has to resort to building superior keywords portfolio attached to ads. So a major issue
for broker is how to build and manage such keyword portfolio containing searched expression relevant to
the customer's ad. This endeavour is an important component of this paper.
Although Google provides, based on previous week statistics, official estimates for keywords CPC and
click number through the Google AdWords platform, obtaining up-to-date information about these
values is hard for users because of the one week blackout period and the natural tendency of the CPC
price to fluctuate depending on the instantaneous outcome of each individual auction for the ad displays.
This means that deciding to use a keyword in a portfolio involves a risk that has to be controlled by the
broker to protect his interests. This risk makes the tasks of the third-party broker more complex, as
volatility of the CPC price may lead to money losses or profit earning based on the strategy of the broker.
We will show an optimization framework inspired from the classical Markowitz portfolio management
that is widely used for stock market portfolio assignment and management. Differently from the
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Markowitz formulation, the proposed framework integrates the click number objectives constraint, and
enables therefore the broker to manage the trade-off between Return On Investment and risk while
achieving the click number demand through a single risk aversion parameter. This framework serves as a
very powerful tool for the broker: the efficient frontier. This curve, which gives the optimal Return On
Investment for a given level of risk, is useful for comparing different portfolios or portfolio construction
policies. In order to maximize his ROI, the broker has to find keywords that have low CPC and
potentially high click number. To find such keywords, we follow the intuition that popular topics always
first appear on Microblog services, like Twitter, before appearing in other media. Along with recent
researches which reported that the Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) predictions can be accurately
predicted by using elements of public mood inferred from Twitter [5], we conjecture that by looking at
popular and trending topics on Twitter one can find keywords that have not been yet detected by other
contestants and have therefore a low CPC but can potentially yield to high click number. We evaluate in
this paper the validity of this conjecture by extracting from Twitter a set of “popular” and “trending"
keywords and analysing their properties if used as ad keywords. This evaluation leads us to proposing
augmenting keyword portfolios with relevant keywords coming from trending and popular topics on
Twitter. We evaluate these ideas using the optimization framework to compare different portfolios
reaches to the conclusion that keywords coming from trending and popular topics are very promising and
can in average enable the broker to achieve an three folds larger ROI than what was achievable before
with the same level of risk. This validates the interest of the portfolio optimization framework along with
the benefit of using trending and popular topics in portfolios.

B.2 Definitions
Google AdWords is a framework developed by Google for its advertisers’ clients. Each client has an
AdWords account through which he can interact with Google by choosing as keywords several words or
sequence of words relevant to his business. Differently from traditional advertising, where the advertisers
pays a flat rental fee for the publisher space, Google AdWords relies on a Cost- Per-Click (CPC) payment,
i.e. the advertiser is not charged for displaying the ad, but only when someone clicks on it go to the
website. The cost of advertiser for a keyword is therefore the product of its CPC by the number of clicks
on the attached ad, named Click-Rate. Therefore, along with the keywords, the client enters a maximum
bid value for CPC and a global advertisement budget for its campaign. The global budget constraint result
in the fact that all advertisement space for keywords should not be sold to the highest bidder as it may
eventually exceed their budget. Through this choice Google is informed that this client will be interested
to use the advertisement space available in each returned pages when these keywords are searched. As
several advertisers might use the same keyword, Google implements an online auction validating client
constraint (relative to maximal bid and advertisement budget) to choose the winning ads and its placement
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in the returned search results through a proprietary algorithm that use the relevance of the search query to
the advertising copy.
Each keyword entered by the client has a maximum value of CPC (maxCPC), a global budget. When in
operation, an advertisement campaign will have some operational metrics: the impression that measures
the number of times an ad is displayed, clicked or not; the click number that measures the number of time
the ads was clicked on; the click-through rate(CTR) that represents the percentage of impressions that
have resulted in clicks; the real CPC that is the value of CPC attained by the winning auction and gives the
cost of each click and view of the advertised webpage; and the cost that is the amount one money that
advertiser have to pay to the search engine, in other terms the product of CPC by the click number. The
CTR is a widely used way of measuring the success of an online advertising campaign. We will analyse in
detail each one of their metrics later.

B.3 Economic Models of the Adwords Secondary Market
We analyse the AdWords secondary market and propose a variant of the supply-demand model to capture
the brokers' profit and the customers' surplus.

B.3.1 Market Entities
The valuable product in the relationship between customers and brokers is the ad keywords management
and optimization service. The customer (the buyer) that wishes to maximize the impact of his
advertisement campaign, entrusts a third-party broker to manage his AdWords account, to build a
keyword portfolio, and pays the broker a service fee. The broker (the seller) interacts directly with Google
AdWords by choosing keywords, setting the maximal bids and overall budget, and paying the costs of
displayed ads to Google. The broker's profit is the difference between the service fee paid by the
customers and the cost of advertising paid to Google. As stated before the cost paid to Google AdWords
depends on the CPC and the click number, a reasonable fee strategy for a broker consists of setting his
service fee in proportion to the click number brought by the customer's ad, i.e., the broker sets a Price per
Click (PPC) P(a) for each click on the ad a of his customer.
In order to understand the AdWords secondary market, we just have to describe the equilibrium in the
first market between the broker and Google AdWords. The more likely a keyword i is to generate
attention and lead to higher Click Number, the higher will be its CPC. This is represented by an increasing
supply curve that relates the number of clicks supplied by the search engine. On the other hand, assume
that an advertiser uses a keyword i for SEM. The more expensive is the CPC for i the less likely is that the
advertiser will be ready to pay this amount for a given click demand D(i). This is represented by a
decreasing convex demand curve relating the CPC price to the demanded click number. Supposing that
the Google AdWords auction mechanism enables a perfectly competitive market, the resulting CPC price
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after the auction becomes the market equilibrium point where the demand and supply curves cross and
over-supply and excess-demand are avoided [3]. This is illustrated in Figure 3.
In the secondary market, an advertiser contacting a broker usually wishes to achieve more than a given
number of ads views (a given audience) with a given budget. The advertiser generally doesn't care about
specific keywords, and the broker has to choose them in order to achieve the audience target.
Nevertheless, the broker has to deal with the fact that the market equilibrium for each keyword is
unknown. It depends on the auction outcomes at the time of displaying each page, which derives from the
precise demand and supply at that time. The higher, the broker sets the PPC P(a) of an ads a, the more
likely is that he guarantees a benefit (accounting for the fact that CPC for keywords can increase because
of the demand of his customer), however this price increase will decrease the customer's demand in the
future, i.e., there is also a market equilibrium in the secondary market as Figure 4 shows.

Figure 3: An illustration of market economic equilibrium
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Figure 4: An illustration of profit optimisation

B.3.2 Broker’s Profit Analysis
Supposing a broker company in the secondary Ad-Words market, an advertiser mandates the broker to
manage his SEM campaign. Two types of contract are possible between the advertiser and the broker. In
the first type, the advertiser has a target audience D(a) for his ad at a time horizon T and the broker
proposes an overall budget. In the second type the advertiser has an overall budget for his campaign and
the broker commits on a minimal number of clicks D(a) at time horizon T for this budget. The two types
of contract entail setting a PPC P(a) for each click on the ad of the advertiser which is a crucial factor we
will consider in this paper.
In order to implement the contract the broker builds a portfolio of keywords K(a) in the AdWords
account relative to the ad a. We assume that for each keyword
AdWords, equals to

, a CPC, as defined by Google

at time t, and that the PPC contracted with the advertiser being P(a). Then

the profit of the broker company at time t from ad a can be expressed as the difference between his
revenue and cost:
(1)
where T(i, a) is the set of time instants when the keyword i was searched, the ad a was shown and a click
was made on it. The sum
search of keyword i and

is the number of clicks up to time t on ad a resulting from
is the total of clicks on ad a up to time t. With these

notations, we can simplify the expression of the broker profit as
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(2)
where

is the average CPC of keyword i up to time t.

At time horizon τ the broker will succeed in his contract if the number of clicks is larger than the
committed value,

and its profit will become:
(3)

where

) is the weighted average CPC and the double bar means that the average is calculated

both over time and over the keyword portfolio K(a). The Return On Investment (ROI) achieved is
therefore defined as:
(4)

B.3.3 Constant Elasticity Demand
Indeed higher PPC always indicates higher revenue of the broker. However, the price has an impact on
the level of demand of the customer. This relationship is generally characterized by a price/demand curve.
As a first attempts we will use the Constant Elasticity Demand model (CED) coming from an alpha-fair
utility model to describe such curve, i.e., the click number demand D(a) for ad a and the PPC P(a) are
related by the following equation:
(5)
where D(a) is the customer's click number demand for the ad a, P(a) is the Price Per Click agreed with the
broker, and v > 0 is a valuation coefficient. The CED model is widely used for describing the user utility
on the Internet [16]. It is in particular appropriate for scenarios where product demands are separable, i.e.,
changes in demand or prices for one product have no effect on others. These assumptions are valid for
the AdWords secondary market where the demand D(a) only depends on the ad a, the overall advertiser's
budget and the PPC P(a).
The parameter

is named the price sensitivity and indicates the price elasticity of demand, i.e. the

elasticity for the demand is defined as

meaning that a relative increase (resp. decrease) in the price is resulting in a proportional decrease (resp.
increase) in the demand with a constant
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constant, i.e., P(a)D(a) = v = cte. To make the model more realistic we should introduce in the model a
limit

, beyond which the customer will not accept a price and a minimal number of clicks to achieve
, i.e., the advertiser will change his broker if the price is higher than

provide more than

or the broker cannot

clicks on the ad. We are therefore using a truncated CED model to describe the

price/demand relationship.
By replacing the CED model into Eq. 4, the broker's profit becomes:
(6)
where

and

. The profit maximizing price

solving

for an ad a can be obtained by

, taking into account the maximal price constraint. Solving the above

optimization problem results into :
(7)
Replacing this value in the CED model, one can derive the advertiser demand

that achieves the

maximal profit :
(8)
Resulting into a maximal return over investment( ROI):
(9)
We can use a graphical explanation to understand the profit optimization. In Fig. 2, the convex decreasing
advertiser demand curve on the secondary market following the CED model and relating the PPC P(a) of
ad a as a the function of the demand D(a) is shown, along with the primary market supply curve describes
the relationship between the

and the number of clicks happening on the search engine on the

Ad a. For a given demand D(a) = D, a broker implementing a contract can charge each click with a price
P(a) coming from the decreasing demand curve, and can hope to buy this number of clicks on the primary
market with an weighted average

that is coming from the supply curve. This means that for a

given demand, the vertical distance between the supply and the demand curve is equal to
. The point of intersection of the two curves is the point where the broker is not making any
profit as

. Any demand on the right of the intersecting point leads to the broker loosing

money, as he will have to pay more on the primary market. Therefore the area of the shaded rectangle
represents the overall profit of the broker and the optimal profit is the one that maximizes the area.
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Besides the broker's profit, we also look at the consumer surplus. Consumer surplus, in economics
represents the monetary gain obtained by consumers because they are able to purchase a product for a
price that is less than the highest price that they would be willing to pay. If a customer buys the broker
service for D(a) clicks at price P (a ), he will achieve a surplus derived as:
(10)
where

and

are as derived in Eq. 7 and 8.

B.3.4 Discussion
The above analysis showed that if the broker knows in advance the primary market supply relating the
number of clicks at a time horizon τ to the weighted average
customer, he can easily optimize his profit by setting
average CPC with a coefficient

as well as the demand curve of his

selling PPC slightly higher than the weighted

. This choice will also provide a customer surplus derived in Eq.

11, so it will be beneficial for the two partners of the secondary market.
However, there is a limit beyond which the broker will not make a profit and begin to lose money and this
limit depends strongly on the primary market supply curve. Unfortunately, in practice neither of these two
curves are a priori known. Generally, one does not try to derive explicitly the demand curve of the
customer. It is the contract negotiations that will enable the broker to infer this curve and figure out what
PPC the customer is ready to pay for a number of clicks. The serious issue is the inference of the supply
curve in the primary AdWords market, which is more challenging and has a major impact on the
profitability of the broker.
Nonetheless, the AdWord market is very dynamic. CPC and the number of clicks vary at the whim of
auctions and search engine users' willingness to click on the displayed ads, meaning that to ensure
keywords with low CPC, high click numbers and predictable behaviours is imperative for the third-party
brokers. In particular, the concept of developing a keyword portfolio in place of dealing with a single
keyword is a major tool that can enable brokers to reduce the unpredictability of the supply curve. We will
describe in the next section the statistical properties of a portfolio of AdWord

B.4. Dynamics Of Adwords Portfolio
As explained before the instantaneous value of CPC for a keyword as well as the number of clicks
resulting from it are stochastic processes which vary with time, meaning that the ROI is a random variable
with mean

and variance

. For an ad a with an attached portfolio of keywords K(a), the

average and variance of ROI can be derived as follows: :
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(11)

where

is the weight of keyword i in the portfolio, i.e., the proportion of clicks resulting from

the keyword

among all clicks leading to the ad a achieving the demand, R(i ) is the ROI of

keyword i and

is the correlation coefficient between the ROI of keywords i and j . The

aim of broker is to maximize his ROI by achieving his contract with the customer where he is supposed to
provide a given number of clicks D(a) on an ad a , while minimizing the stochastic risk resulting from
primary market fluctuations. Indeed if everything was deterministic, the broker could choose his portfolio
as any combination of keywords achieving the customer demand with low cost and set the PPC as
(in Eq. 7) to guarantee the maximum ROI in Eq. 9. However in stochastic market the broker should be
more careful as there is a risk that the final

becomes larger than P(a) resulting in money losses.

In order to protect the broker from such risk we will adopt an approach similar to the Markowitz
formulation of portfolio optimization in financial market [14]. The Markowitz portfolio optimization
defines the proportion of capital that an investor should dedicate to different assets with different ROI
and risks (characterized as the variance of ROI), in order to maximize his profit given a level of risk
aversion. We use a similar approach where the stochastic risk of the broker is captured by

and

his willingness or aversion to risk is characterized by a value γ> 0 named risk aversion coefficient. The
larger is the more risk the broker is ready to take in order to increase his ROI. In this case, the stochastic
version of the broker optimization problem can be written as:
(13)
where

is the vector of weights and

is the simplex subspace

. The major difference between classical Markowitz formulation and
our formulation is that in Markowitz formulation,

is the proportion of fixed capital invested in asset i,

while in our formulation the capital invested is variable depending on

and final click number

, but our revenue is fixed and equal to P(a)D(a), meaning that for each choice of P(a), D(a) and γ
there will be an optimal assignment vector w defining how many clicks we should assign to each keyword.
Nonetheless there is another difference between our formulation and the classical Markowitz one; in
classical formulation the share of the capital assigned to each asset
while in our problem the

is a deterministic and fixed value,

is a random variable which depends on the willingness of search engine user

to engage with ads by clicking on them. Although Google AdWords application provides along with
estimation of the CPC

an estimate of the daily click number

for any keyword i, these

estimates are provided with a one-week blackout period, i.e. metrics presented at each instant of time are
average values of the corresponding parameters for the previous 7 days. This blackout period is imposed
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by Google to give enough time to aggregate the metrics, but it is also motivated by the AdWords market
stability and by Google proper interests. This mechanism creates some issues as the uncertainty on
AdWords properties changes.
We can deal with metrics randomness in two ways. The first approach consists of relaxing the time
horizon. i.e. , we choose the value
the target share

as deterministic value and we keep using the keyword i till it attains

. The second approach consists of taking some cautions with the provided click number

estimates, e.g., limiting the value of
where

to a percentage

of the click number estimate, i.e.,

is the estimate given by Google AdWords at the time of decision

.

A useful concept in the context of portfolio management is “efficient portfolio”. A portfolio is called
“efficient" if it has the best possible expected ROI for its level of risk,

. The efficient portfolio

defines in the risk/ROI plane a frontier separating achievable risks/ROI trade-offs (on the right side of
the curve) from unachievable one (on the left side of the curve). The points on the efficient frontier can
be calculated by solving the optimization in Eq. 13 for different values of risk aversion and plotting the
resulting optimal ROI and risk. In the Modern Portfolio Theory, this efficient frontier is always used as a
metric to compare different portfolio constitution approaches. A more left and high frontier means that
higher ROI with lower risk are achievable.

B.5 Adword Portfolio Construction
We presented in previous sections the theory for optimizing a portfolio of keywords by a third party
broker, where always assumed to have already a generated portfolio. However, building a keyword
portfolio in the real operation is far from being trivial, in this section we will describe roughly how
portfolios are built.
Google provides a “Keyword Planner” tool for helping his users choose their keywords[1]. Through this
interface users can select and test several combinations of keywords portfolio. As the best keywords may
be not the competitive ones with high CPC and high click numbers, the aim of the broker is always to find
keywords with low CPC and high potential for click while such keywords don't remain hidden for a long
time and after a while they are likely to attract competition and their CPC increase. Generally, two
approaches have been followed in this context. One way is tantamount to search for what are called
“long-tail” queries, i.e., infrequent queries that are likely to draw targeted visitors on ads sites. As first
observed by Chris Anderson, the bulk of Amazon's revenues came from a long tail of items and not from
a few block-buster items, meaning that most of traffic of interest lies in the long tail [2]. Similar properties
have been observed for SEM. Long-tail keywords have generally low CPC while high click number
because of the high conversion rate, i.e., the proportion of Ads displays that result in clicks is high, and
have therefore good ROI. Several researches and commercial sites are targeting long-tail keywords and
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suggesting the customers help them in finding these words [4]. A second way is to find promising
keywords, which have not yet attracted the interest of competitors (maybe because of the 7 days
blackout), but have already generated a surge in search traffic. A large attention has been dedicated
recently to microblog systems like Twitter that provides an observatory for public opinion. Some research
shows that one can derive market prediction based on microblogs observation [22] [5] [19] [7].
We will describe a methodology of building concrete portfolio for ads. Besides the price estimation of
keywords, “Keyword Planner” can also provide a set of keywords for a specific product. Applying these
two functions of “Keyword Planner” flexibly, a user can find the relevant keywords and build a portfolio.
The concrete process of choosing the right keywords with the appropriate semantics is out of the scope of
this analysis. Nevertheless to make the discussion concrete we will use two toy scenarios: a candy shop
scenario and a sports goods store scenario. For each one of these scenarios, we assume that the first day
of our dataset is the decision day for the broker and he can use the “Keyword Planner” alone and build a
portfolio for the scenario with the keywords provided by it. This initial portfolio is used for two purposes:
for setting the price P(a) to be negotiated with the customer by broker and for being used as a portfolio of
reference to be compared with others. We thereafter look at trending and popular topics on twitter and
choose some of them to augment the portfolio.
To illustrate the portfolio selection we look at two cases: an online candy seller ad and a sports apparatus
e-shop ad. Both of them contact a broker to launch a SEM campaign. The broker first looks at Google
AdWords to get top-5 suggested keywords and build a reference portfolio. This portfolio contains
“candy", "online", "chocolate", "bar", "shop" for the candy related ad and "sport", "ball", "football",
"baseball", "ride" for the sport e-shop. The reference portfolio is augmented with 5 relevant topics
coming from the trending and popular topics in our Twitter dataset, i.e. , "Halloween", "Halloween
images", "Halloween quotes", "happy Halloween", "trick or treat" for candy ad and "NBA", "Clipper",
"Real Madrid", "world series" and "super bowl" for the sport e-shop. As our data gatherings happen in
November and February, we have trending topics relative to “Halloween" for the candy ad and relative to
“world series" and “super bowl" for the sports apparatus ad. We will later evaluate the two reference and
augmented portfolios.
Indeed two concrete cases are not sufficient to validate our approach. In order to assess our portfolio
management strategy we resort to a technique frequently used in stock market studies, the application in
random portfolios. Indeed in practice portfolios are not built randomly, but a random portfolio can be
considered to represent a particular case of portfolio builds by the conscious action of a broker. We build
the random portfolios using the below procedure. We first build a reference portfolio containing only
keywords chosen randomly from all topics we have in all our Twitter datasets. In order to ensure that this
portfolio is feasible, we check if the sum of the click number in the portfolio can eventually achieve the
target demand per day. If not, we add additional randomly chosen keywords. The augmented portfolio is
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built by adding the keywords which are randomly chosen from trending and popular topics for the
reference portfolio, up to |K(a)| = 20 which is suggested by Google as the limit of portfolio size.
It is noteworthy that the reference portfolio can be generated by any of the numerous methods developed
in the past couple of years for keyword portfolio selections [13, 8, 21]. However as our objective in this
paper is not to evaluate portfolio selection but to show a portfolio assignment technique and to suggest
the interest of adding keywords coming from Twitter popular and trending topics, we will not compare or
describe these advanced methods and rather use simply Google AdWords suggestions.

B.6 Applications and Evaluation
In this section, we will present the application of the portfolio management optimization developed
before to AdWords. The aim is to demonstrate that the portfolio management methodology we have
developed is able to achieve better ROI with lower risk.

B.6.1 Evaluation methodology
We describe the methodological challenges faced to make a meaningful evaluation. First, being in
academia, we cannot engage into a business activity and create a third-party broker company to apply our
proposed portfolio management approach concretely on the customer's ads. We have therefore to resort
to simulate the application of the portfolio to the AdWords market. We will do this simulation by
assuming that the estimates provided by Google AdWords for click number and CPC are reliable,
meaning that we will assume that during the days after the decision time

the number of views and the

CPC for each keyword will precisely be the values announced by Google Ad-Words and the evaluation of
a portfolio will be derived using these data. This evaluation has a few shortages. First of all, the evaluation
does not address the impact of the broker bidding on the CPC price. However, if we assume that there are
several bidders on a keyword this effect can be negligible. The main problem happens for keywords that
always have null CPC values as there is no bidder on these keywords and the assumption that the effect of
the broker bid can be negligible is not valid. We decided not to use these values in our portfolios. The
second issue refers to the reliability of values provided by Google. As we are not acting directly on the
AdWords market we have no way of questioning Google's data reliability. However, as described before
we take the precaution to set the daily budget and max CPC bids to the maximum values allowed by
Google in order to obtain higher bounds on CPC and click numbers. This ensures that the ROI derived in
this paper are lower bounds. Moreover as the customer's clicks demand is likely to be less than the overall
capacity of clicks, the broker can stop bidding on a keyword when he reaches the keyword-clicks
objectives determined by the portfolio management optimization. Another point is related to the Quality
Score (QS) assigned by Google to each keyword. Google chooses this value between 0 and 10 to manage
the ads auction. The motivation behind the QS is that what matters for the Search Engine is the total
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estimated value of showing an ad, i.e., the CPC x click number. This means that it is not the CPC alone
that determines the result of the AdWord auction and an estimate of the click number should also be
considered. This is done through the Quality Score, and in fact the product of the bidden CPC and the
QS is used in auctions to determine the winner and the rank of the ad display. The QS is derived by a
proprietary algorithm that depends on the past history of click numbers which is related to the relevance
of ad content to the keyword, and on the quality of the ad landing page, i.e. the page which a user lands
after clicking on the ad. The QS is calculated only after the campaign is launched and it will change the
CPC price in later time. This means that the influence of low relevance of a keyword to an ad shows itself
over time with increasing CPC value and increasing CPC variance and we have to re-derive the optimal
portfolio to account for changes induced by QS variations.
Based on the above considerations we propose the following evaluation methodology. We assume that a
customer contacts a third-party AdWord broker with a contract to launch a Search Engine Marketing
campaign for his ad a. The broker follows two steps to answer the demand of his customer.
The broker looks at Google AdWords data through the “Keyword Planner” and extracts an initial
reference keywords portfolio K(a) from Google suggestions. He gets enough data from “Keyword
Planner” to estimate the average daily CPC, the variance of CPC and click numbers, ensures the range
of click number demand he can commit to answer and derives

resulting from running the

portfolio optimization problem with γ=0, i.e., finding the portfolio with the lowest risk. This estimate
is used to set the price P(a). We will assume that the customer demand curve is compatible with a CED
with α = 2.5 and the PPC is set to P(a) = 1. 67

for a demand of 500 clicks per day (this

number of clicks per day is in accordance with values reported in [20]). We will utilize the portfolio
management approach developed here to derive the efficient frontier of the portfolio. The
performance of the reference portfolio is thereafter derived as the ROI for a risk value of 1.
In the second step the broker looks at trending and popular topics coming from Twitter and augments
his reference portfolio in the limit of |K(a)| = 20 with relevant trending and popular topics on
Twitter. The efficient frontier of the new portfolio is calculated and compared with reference one. The
performance of the new portfolio is also derived as the ROI achieved for a risk of 1.
We will apply the above two steps both to the two toy examples related to Candy and Sport apparatus,
and to the random portfolios.

B.6.2 Portfolio performance analysis
We have applied our portfolio management approach to the two Candy and Sport apparatus related ads.
We present the results in this section.
Candy ad case study
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We first derive the P(a) price for the Candy ad through the methodology described before. The lowest risk
portfolio achieving the 500 clicks per day demand with the reference portfolio attains a weighted average
=3.70 USD per click. This results in a sold price of P(a) = 6:18 USD per click.
We show in Figure 5 four efficient frontier curves, depicting the largest expected ROI for a given level of
risk. The region of achievable (ROI, risks) pairs, i.e., (ROI, risks) pairs for which there exists a portfolio
that can achieve this ROI with the given risk is the set of points on the right and below the efficient
frontier curve.

Figure 5: The efficient frontier of “Candy" scenarios

The first curve is the efficient frontier curve for the reference portfolio but without the click number
constraint, the second is related to the reference portfolio with the click number constraint, the third and
fourth curves are efficient frontiers for the augmented portfolio with and without click number constraint.
One can observe that adding the click number constraint reduces as expected the achievable region. It is
noteworthy that the frontier curves with constraint and without constraint touch each other in some
points. For these points the click number constraint is not limiting the optimization. The most important
observation is that adding the trending and popular topics extends largely the reachable region. While the
largest achievable ROI for the reference portfolio is 3.92 with a risk 2.42, the augmented portfolio can
achieve the same ROI with a risk of 0.34, and a ROI as high as 9.17 with a risk 28.5.
We show in Fig. 4 the composition of the optimal portfolio among the augmented portfolio for different
values of risk aversion. One can notice that for lower values of the portfolio contains a larger share of
keywords suggested by Google and is richer to benefit from the average risk reduction effect of portfolios.
But with larger acceptable risk the portfolio moves towards a larger share of trending and popular topics.
This is confirmed in Figure 6 where only the sharing between the reference portfolio and the
trending/popular topics is shown.
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Figure 6: The portfolio compositions of “Candy" scenarios for each keyword

A very interesting observation from Fig. 4 is relative to the number of active keywords in each portfolio.
Indeed as the augmented portfolio includes the reference one, any portfolio achievable by the reference is
also achievable for the augmented one, and a lot of other combinations of keywords become possible for
the augmented one. This means that the augmented portfolio is expected almost mechanically to improve
performances that the reference one. Nevertheless, the observation of the resulting portfolios shows that
despite the possibility of utilizing the 10 keywords in the augmented portfolio, all efficient portfolios just
use 4 or 5 keywords. This shows that the higher performance of the augmented portfolio is not related
alone to the mechanical effect of the keyword augmentation, but rather to the quality of the additional
terms.
Sports ad case study
We now look at the second ad case study that is relative to a Sport apparatus ad. We have first to derive
the price P(a) for the ad. The lowest risk portfolio achieving the 500 clicks per day demand with the
reference portfolio attains a weighted average

=4.12 USD per click. This results in a sold price

of P(a) =6:88 USD per click.
Fig. 5 shows the four efficient frontier curves, for the reference portfolio without and with the click
number constraint, and for the augmented portfolio with and without click number constraint. Here also
like Candy ad adding the click number constraint reduces the achievable region. Quite interestingly, the
constrained reference portfolio spans a very small range of ROI as the largest ROI is 1.49 with a risk of
0.28. This can be explained by considering that the click number constraint puts a heavy burden on the
optimization as there are a few number of keywords that can provide enough clicks to achieve the
demand. Nonetheless the augmentation by the trending and popular topics improves largely the
achievable ROI as it provides keywords that make the click number constraint more easily achievable. For
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example, a ROI of 6.60 is realizable with the augmented portfolio with the same level of risk of 0.28,
resulting in an improvement of the ROI by a coefficient of 4.2. The augmented portfolio can even achieve
a ROI as large as 25.99 but with an associated risk of 119.8.

Figure 7: The efficient frontier of “Sports apparatus" scenarios

Fig. 6 shows the corresponding augmented optimal portfolio assignment as a function of risk aversion.
Here also one can point out that lower values of γ, leads to richer portfolio that contains more Google
suggested keywords. Larger acceptable risk pushes away Google suggested keywords and replaces them by
trending and popular topics. This is confirmed in Figure 8. Figure 7 confirms the fact that only a small
number of keywords among all keywords in the portfolio are used. We find that for a large range of risk
aversion only 2 keywords "real madrid" and "clippers" remain active.

Figure 8: The portfolio compositions of “Sports apparatus” scenarios for each keyword
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